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Volcanic arcs have been the locus of continental growth since at least the Proterozoic 

eon. In this dissertation, I seek to shine more light on arc processes by inferring the lower

crustal mineralogy of an ancient arc by geochemical and structural modelling of its 

exposed levels. Arcs characteristically have high concentrations of incompatible 

elements, thus I also experimentally assess the ability of alkaline melts and fluids 

associated with sediment melting to carry lithophile and chalcophile elements in the sub-

arc.

I measured the chemical composition of 18 plutonic samples from the Bonanza island 

arc, emplaced between 203 and 164 Ma on the Wrangellia terrane on Vancouver Island, 

British Columbia. Models using trace elements with Nd and Sr isotopes indicate < 10% 

assimilation of the Wrangellia basement by the Bonanza arc magmas. The Bonanza arc 

rare earth element geochemistry is best explained as two lineages, each with two 

fractionation stages implicating < 15% garnet crystallization. My inference of garnet-

bearing cumulates in the unexposed lower crust of the Bonanza arc, an unsuspected 

similarity with the coeval Talkeetna arc (Alaska), is consistent with estimates from 

geologic mapping and geobarometry indicating that the arc grew to > 23 km total 

thickness. The age distribution of the Bonanza arc plutons shows a single peak at 171 Ma

whereas the volcanic rock age distribution shows two peaks at 171 and 198 Ma, likely 

due to sampling and/or preservation bias. Numerous mechanisms may produce the E-W 

separation of young and old volcanism and this does not constrain Jurassic subduction 

polarity beneath Wrangellia.
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Although a small component of arc magmatism, alkaline arc rocks are associated with 

economic concentrations of chalcophile elements. The effect of varying alkalinity on S 

Concentration at Sulfide Saturation (SCSS) has not been previously tested. Thus, I 

conducted experiments on hydrous basaltic andesite melts with systematically varied 

alkalinity at 1270°C and 1 GPa using piston-cylinder apparatus. At oxygen fugacity two 

log units below the fayalite magnetite quartz buffer, I find SCSS is correlated with total 

alkali concentration, perhaps a result of the increased non-bridging oxygen associated 

with increased alkalinity. A limit to the effect of alkalis on SCSS in hydrous melts is 

observed at ~7.5 wt.% total alkalis. Using my results and published data, I retrained 

earlier SCSS models and developed a new empirical model using the optical basicity 

compositional parameter, predicting SCSS with slightly better accuracy than previous 

models.

Sediment melts contribute to the trace element signature of arcs and the chalcophile 

elements, compatible in redox-sensitive sulfide, are of particular interest. I conducted 

experiments at 3 GPa, 950 – 1050°C on sediment melts, determined fluid concentrations 

by mass balance and report the first fluid-melt partition coefficients (Dfluid/melt) for 

sediment melting. Compared to oxidized, anhydrite-bearing melts, I observe high Dfluid/melt

for chalcophile elements and low values for Ce in reduced, pyrrhotite-bearing melts. 

Vanadium and Sc are unaffected by redox. The contrasting fluid-melt behaviour of Ce 

and Mo that I report indicates that melt, not fluid, is responsible for elevated Mo in the 

well-studied Lesser Antilles arc.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction

1.1 Background
Earth is unique among the terrestrial planets of the Solar system in having, among 

other things, active plate tectonics in the present day and a chemically evolved 

continental crust (Taylor, 1989). The continental crust, although only ~0.4% of Earth’s 

mass, contains ~30% of the bulk abundance of incompatible elements (e.g. Cs, Rb, K, U, 

Th; Taylor and Maclennan, 1995), making it an important part of the planet’s 

geochemical budget. The bulk continental crust is broadly andesitic in composition and 

bears striking resemblance to andesitic rocks erupted at volcanic arcs (e.g. Taylor, 1977; 

Taylor and McLennan, 1995; Rudnick, 1995; Rudnick and Gao, 2003). On the basis of 

this geochemical similarity, it has long been postulated that Earth’s continents formed at 

volcanic arcs, thus understanding the processes occurring at these convergent margins is 

key to understanding the formation and evolution of the continental crust.

Volcanic arcs, formed where tectonic plates converge, are among the most spectacular 

surface expressions of plate tectonics, exemplified by continental arc volcanoes like Mt. 

St. Helens and Mt. Baker, and island arcs like the Izu Bonin volcanic chain. These 

volcanoes are fed by melts from the mantle wedge between subducting oceanic 

lithosphere and over-riding continental or oceanic plates (Figure 1.1). These melts may 

result from fluid fluxed melting of the sub-arc mantle (e.g. Green, 1980), by melting of 

the sedimentary veneer of subducting crust (e.g. Plank and Langmuir, 1998), possibly 

aided by rising as buoyant diapirs into the hot mantle (Marsh, 1979; Gerya et al., 2006; 

Marschall and Schumacher, 2012), or some combination of these processes. Rocks 

produced at volcanic arcs are enriched relative to mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) in
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Figure 1.1: A schematic cross-section of an island arc. The subducted sedimentary veneer is 

shown here to persist to a depth of approximately 100 km where it undergoes partial 

melting. Sediment melts mix with mantle melts produced by dehydration reactions occuring

in the subducting slab and these rise through the mantle wedge and over-riding lithosphere 

towards the upper crust where they erupt at the volcanic fromt.



 large ion lithophile elements (LILE, e.g. Rb, Cs, K, Ba) and light rare earth elements. 

Porphyry Cu deposits are also associated with arcs and have very high concentrations of 

chalcophile elements (e.g. S, Cu, Mo, As, Pb; Sillitoe, 2010). The enrichment in LILE in 

arcs are accompanied by depletion in high field strength elements (HFSE, e.g. Nb, Ta) 

compared to mid-ocean-ridge basalt, resulting in the high LILE/HFSE ‘arc signature’. It 

is generally accepted that fluids released by dehydration of hydrous phases in the 

subducting slab (e.g. chlorite and serpentine; Schmidt and Poli, 1998) carry LILE into the

arc mantle (Green, 1980; Green and Adam, 2003), whereas the HFSE are retained in 

phases like rutile in the slab (Stadler et al., 1998) and thus relatively depleted in arc 

rocks.

Although only the volcanic edifice of presently active arcs are easily accessible, the 

processes occurring at depth that govern the geochemistry of arcs can be determined by 

examining ancient arcs whose deep levels have been tectonically uplifted to the present 

day surface. In such so-called ‘inverse studies’, insights into the deep processes of arcs, 

such as fractionation of minerals, are obtained by comparing the chemistry of the upper 

stratigraphic arc levels to the mineralogy and chemistry of lower crustal rocks. For 

example, ancient arcs like tthe Kohistan and Talkeetna arcs in Pakistan and Alaska, 

respectively (Jagoutz et al., 2007; DeBari and Coleman, 1989), have a remarkable 

completeness of exposure, from upper- and mid-crustal volcanic and plutonic rocks to the

garnet-bearing cumulate rocks in the lower crust. It is significant that the Talkeetna and 

Kohistan arcs have a garnet-bearing lower crust as these rocks can be negatively buoyant 

relative to the mantle, resulting in delamination of the lower crust thereby shifting the 

bulk composition of the arc from basaltic to andesitic, i.e. similar to continental crust 
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(e.g. Kay and Mahlburg-Kay, 1991). Further, as garnet is only stable in crust thicker than 

24 km (Müntener and Ulmer , 2006), its presence also provides an independent constraint

on the minimum thickness of these arcs against which structural reconstructions may be 

compared.

Of the volatile component in arc volcanic eruptions, S is the third most abundant 

element (Wallace and Edmonds, 2011) and other chalcophile elements, like Cu and Mo, 

are found in high concentrations in sulfide minerals in porphyry Cu deposits (PCD) 

associated with mature, thick arcs (e.g. Sillitoe, 2010). Thus the arc setting is an 

important part of the geological cycling of S and other chalcophile elements. Through 

experiments (i.e. a ‘forward approach’), the solubility of S at geologically relevant 

reduced conditions, where sulfide is the stable mineral the so-called S concentration at 

sulfide saturation (SCSS) of a silicate melt is known to be strongly controlled by 

temperature, pressure and melt composition, in particular the Fe and SiO2 content. 

Although there have been few SCSSS experimenotal investigations on hydrous arc 

magma compositions, these show a positive correlation of SCSS and H2O (e.g. Fortin et 

al., 2015). Low pressure experiments and natural fluid inclusion studies show that 

aqueous fluids are an effective carrier of Cu, Mo and other chalcophile elements and that 

PCD are likely produced by chalcophile element precipitation from such fluids.

1.2 Outstanding questions
Although we have learned much about subduction zone processes from forward and 

inverse studies, many questions remain. For example, the Talkeetna and Kohistan arcs 

are difficult compare to other ancient arcs which are not as completely exposed. For 

example, only the upper and middle crustal levels of the Jurassic Bonanza arc on 
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Vancouver Island, Canada, is exposed and the lower crustal composition is enigmatic, 

making comparisons with the coeval Talkeetna arc difficult (DeBari et al., 1999). 

Furthermore, the Bonanza arc was also emplaced on pre-exisiting non-oceanic crust and 

it is possible that the primary geochemistry of the Bonanza arc is masked by assimilation 

of older rocks. These features of the Bonanza arc, and other arcs like it, beg questions 

regarding the extent of assimilation of older material, the mineralogical composition of 

the lower arc crust and the total thickness of the arc and its substrate.

Arc magmas are known to evolve to increasingly alkaline composition as arcs mature 

and thicken (Green, 1980). Increasing alkalinity increases the number of non-bridging 

oxygen (NBO) atoms in the silicate melt structure. As S replaces NBO in a silicate melt 

(Fincham and Richardson, 1954), SCSS is expected to increase with melt alkalinity 

which implies that alkaline magmas from mature arcs are able to carry higher 

concentrations of S. Such a link might explain in part the association of PCD with thick 

arcs and also with alkaline magmatism (e.g. Sillitoe, 2010; Logan and Mihalynuk, 2014). 

The link between alkalinity and SCSS has not previously been directly tested however.

There is much published experimental work pertaining to PCD formation in the upper 

crust that shows that chalcophile elements are highly mobile in aqueous fluids, although 

the ultimate source of these chalcophile elements is ambiguous. The sedimentary veneer 

overlying a subducting slab can be a potent source of some chalcophile elements (e.g. 

Plank and Langmuir, 1993, 1998). Evidence from arc geochemistry (Labanieh et al., 

2012) and exhumed subduction-related rocks (Penniston-Dorland et al., 2015) indicates 

subducted sediments can reach super-solidus temperatures at depths of melt generation 

(i.e. ~100 – 150 km). Although melts cannot carry high concentrations of chalcophile 
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elements (ppm levels), fluids associated with sediment melting may play a significant 

role (e.g. Freymuth et al., 2016). However, no previous work has attempted to quantify 

the fluid-melt partitioning of chalcophile elements at the high pressure conditions 

relevant to sediment melting beneath arcs.

1.3 Research approaches
In Chapter 2, I have determined the extent of assimilation of pre-existing crust by 

Bonanza arc magmas, by analyzing and modeling the variation in Sr and Nd radiogenic 

isotopes of Bonanza arc samples. Following this, I assessed the likely fractionating 

mineral assemblages that could produce the Rare Earth Element (REE) geochemistry 

observed in the Bonanza arc rocks and show that garnet, though not observed at the 

surface, must have been a fractionating phase in the lower crust of the Bonanza arc. 

Finally, I used the mapped extents of the various crustal units of the Bonanza arc exposed

on Saanich Peninsula, Vancouver Island, to estimate the true thickness of the Bonanza 

arc as a test of my conclusions from the REE modeling. The data and interpretations 

presented in this chapter indicate previously unknown similarities between the Bonanza 

arc and the better-studied Talkeetna arc in Alaska.

Chapter 3 is an experimental study of how SCSS changes as a function of melt 

alkalinity in arc-like hydrous basaltic andesites. In detail, I conducted experiments at 1 

GPa (i.e. ~30 km depth) and 1270°C using a piston cylinder apparatus and five synthetic 

starting materials ranging in total alkali content from 2 – 8 wt.%, and produced silicate 

melts in equilibrium with sulfide droplets. My results show that SCSS is proportional to 

total alkali content and, importantly, suggests a limit to increasing SCSS solely by 

increasing total alkali content. I use my experimental results to assess how well 
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previously published empirical SCSS models (Liu et al., 2007; Li and Ripley, 2009; 

Fortin et al., 2015) perform with changing alkalinity. I find that updating the previous 

models with my experimental data improves their performance in predicting SCSS with 

alkalinity. I also develop a new SCSS model of my own using optical basicity (e.g. Mills,

1993) as a compositional parameter and show that this model produces a better fit to 

published SCSS experiments.

Chapter 4 is an experimental investigation of the ability of fluids to move chalcophile 

and lithophile elements at the conditions of sediment melting beneath arcs. I examine the 

partitioning of lithophile (V, Sc and Ce) and chalcophile (S, Mo, As, Sb and Pb) elements

between aqueous fluids and sediment melts at 3 GPa and 950 – 1050°C using a piston 

cylinder apparatus. In addition to quenched silicate melt, silicate minerals and fluid 

bubbles, my experiments contain pyrrhotite and anhydrite as the stable S-bearing mineral 

at reduced and oxidized conditions, respectively. The major and trace element 

composition of the melt phase was measured directly by electron probe and laser ablation

inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy and the fluid composition was determined

by mass balance. Using these results, I calculate the first fluid-melt partition coefficients 

for S, Sc, V, Ce, Mo, As, Sb and Pb in oxidized and reduced conditions and pressures and

temperatures relating to sediment melting. My results show that redox conditions 

dramatically change the fluid-melt partitioning of the chalcophile elements and of Ce as 

well.

1.4 Dissertation outline
This dissertation is presented as five chapters. Chapter 1 (i.e. this chapter) provides a 

unifying framework for the dissertation and serves as a brief introduction to the specific 
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research questions I have studied and my findings. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are each a 

complete and self-contained paper for which I am the first author and Dante Canil, my 

supervisor, is a co-author. Chapter 2 has been published in the Geological Society of 

America Bulletin (D’Souza et al., 2016) and Robert A. Creaser is an additional co-author,

having guided me in the collection of radiogenic isotope data used in that study. At the 

time of this writing, Chapters 3 and 4 have been submitted for peer-review in American 

Mineralogist and Earth and Planetary Science Letters respectively. The concluding 

chapter of this dissertation, Chapter 5, is a summary of the findings of the preceding three

chapters and outlines how these studies contribute to our understanding of the processes 

operating in volcanics arcs and the underlying mantle. Chapter 5 and the dissertation 

concludes with some suggestions for future research in these regards.
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Chapter 2.
Assimilation, differentiation and thickening during formation of

arc crust in space and time: the Jurassic Bonanza arc,
Vancouver Island, Canada

2.1 Abstract
Continental arcs and island arcs, eventually accreted to continental margins, are 

thought to have been the locus of continental growth since at least the Proterozoic eon. 

The Jurassic Bonanza arc, part of the Wrangellia terrane on Vancouver Island, British 

Columbia, exposes the stratigraphy of an island arc emplaced between 203 and 164 Ma 

on a thick pre-existing substrate of non-continental origin. I measured the bulk major and 

trace element geochemistry, Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotope compositions of 18 plutonic 

samples to establish if differentiation involved contamination of the Bonanza arc magmas

by the pre-Jurassic basement rocks. The 87Sr/88Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios of the 

plutonic rocks at 180 Ma vary from 0.70253 – 0.7066 and 0.512594 – 0.512717, 

respectively. Assimilation-Fractional Crystallization modelling using trace element 

concentration and Nd and Sr isotope ratios indicate that contamination by a Devonian 

island arc in the Wrangellia basement is less than 10%. Rare earth element modelling 

indicates that the observed geochemistry of Bonanza arc rocks represents two lineages, 

each defined by two-stages of fractionation that implicate removal of garnet, varying in 

modal proportion up to 15%. Garnet-bearing cumulate rocks have not been reported from

the Bonanza arc, but their inference is consistent with my crustal thickness estimates 

from geological mapping and geobarometry indicating that the arc grew to at least 23 km 

total thickness. The inference of garnet-bearing cumulate rocks in the Bonanaza arc is a 

previously unsuspected similarity with the coeval Talkeetna arc (Alaska), where garnet-

bearing cumulate rocks have been described. Geochronological data from the Bonanza 
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arc shows a continuum in plutonic ages from 164 to 203 Ma whereas the volcanic rocks 

show a bimodal age distribution over the same span of time with modes at 171 and 198 

Ma. I argue that the bimodal volcanic age distribution is likely due to sampling or 

preservation bias. East-west separation of regions of young and old volcanism could be 

produced by roll-back of a west-dipping slab, fore-arc erosion by an east-dipping slab, or 

juxtaposition of two arcs along arc-parallel strike-slip faults.

2.2 Introduction
The continental crust is thought to be broadly andesitic in composition and its lower 

density compared to the underlying mantle has resulted in its preservation over geologic 

time (Taylor, 1977; Rudnick, 1995; Rudnick and Gao, 2014). Today, andesites that are 

similar in composition to the bulk continental crust are formed in convergent margin 

settings (Arculus and Johnson, 1978) leading to the hypothesis that continental crust is 

being produced at island arcs and continental arcs (Condie, 1989; Rudnick, 1995). As 

oceanic plates subduct, island arcs formed thereupon are accreted to the margins of 

overriding continents (e.g. Condie, 1990). Such tectonic accretion has exposed the 

complete stratigraphy of some ancient arcs allowing their bulk chemistry to be assessed –

for example, the Talkeetna arc in Alaska (DeBari and Sleep, 1991) and the Kohistan arc 

in Pakistan (Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012). On the basis of these mass-balanced average 

compositions it is generally accepted that the bulk chemistry of arcs, and therefore their 

parental melt, is basaltic (DeBari and Sleep, 1991) and that arcs are refined to the 

andesitic character of the continental crust by some subsequent process. Various 

hypotheses have been presented to produce andesitic crust at convergent margins, 

including assimilation by the primary arc magma of pre-existing continental crust (e.g. 
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Hildreth and Moorbath, 1988; Annen et al., 2006), melting of the subducting slab (Defant

and Drummond, 1990; Kelemen et al., 2014), andesite magma formation by mantle 

melting fluxed by subduction-related fluids (Rapp et al., 1999; Grove et al., 2002), garnet

fractionation (Macpherson, 2008) or granite formation by amphibole biotite gabbro 

fractionation from medium to high-K basalt (Sisson et al., 2005). Density sorting by 

relamination of subducted sediments at the base of the continental crust (Hacker et al., 

2011) and delamination or erosion of dense mafic lower crust (Bird, 1979; von Huene 

and Scholl, 1991; Kay and Mahlburg-Kay, 1991) can further refine the bulk composition 

of arcs and is thought to be why the Kohistan arc has an andesitic bulk composition 

(Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012). Delamination of the dense lower crust may also result in 

the formation of the Continental Moho (Jagoutz and Behn, 2013).

As an arc thickens with time, post-segregation magma differentiation may proceed at 

progressively deeper levels. The effect of higher-pressure fractionation is observed in arc 

volcanic rocks as a progressive decrease in Yb, Fe and Cu content with increasing crustal 

thickness (Jagoutz, 2010; Chiaradia, 2013). Jagoutz (2010) attributes Yb depletion to the 

stabilization of garnet, in which Yb is highly compatible, in the fractionating assemblage 

as the crust thickens. Chiaradia (2013) attributes the decrease in Fe and Cu to the early 

crystallization of magnetite in magmas under higher pressure resulting in the 

crystallization of sulfides (Jenner et al., 2010), thus decreasing the amount of Fe and Cu 

in the liquid.

A thickening arc may also provide greater opportunity for assimilation of pre-existing 

crust by the arc magmas at virtually all levels of the arc. The signature for assimilation 

using radiogenic isotopes is quite notable in continental arcs, but lesser so in oceanic arcs 
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because pre-existing, isotopically evolved crustal material is typically absent or less 

voluminous in oceanic crust (Hildreth and Moorbath, 1988). The Jurassic Bonanza arc on

Vancouver Island is unique in that it is traditionally interpreted as an island arc, yet 

formed upon a Devonian–Triassic arc-oceanic plateau-carbonate succession – in other 

words a pre-existing crust that was formed in the oceanic realm. The Bonanza arc thus 

provides a snapshot of the evolution of an island arc being built on thick non-continental 

crust. In the present study I test whether chemical changes observed in the Bonanza arc 

rocks can be attributed to changing fractionating conditions in the arc. In particular, the 

combined thickness of the Bonanza arc and its substrate may have exceeded 24 km over 

the ~45 Myr history of the arc allowing the stabilization of garnet as a fractionating phase

in the lower crust (Müntener and Ulmer, 2006) and thus affecting the chemistry of the 

magmas that ascended to higher levels. I first test if assimilation of older crustal material 

occurred and affected the trace element chemistry of the Bonanza arc rocks and then 

compare the effect of different modelled fractionating assemblages on the liquid REE 

concentration. Finally, I examine the spatial distribution and timing of magmatism in the 

Bonanza arc to determine how the arc might have evolved with time.

2.3 Regional geology
The Bonanza arc was emplaced between 203 and 164 Ma, as an island arc on a 

substrate comprising the Devonian Sicker arc, the carbonates of the Buttle Lake Group, 

the Triassic Karmutsen plateau basalt, Quatsino carbonates and the late Triassic clastic 

Parson Bay formation (Figure 2.1a, b). Deltaic and marine conglomerates, sandstones, 

siltstone and shale of the Cretaceous Nanaimo Group (Muller, 1977) overlie the Bonanza 

arc rocks. The Bonanza arc is coveal with the Jurassic Talkeetna arc in Alaska (DeBari 
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Figure 2.1: a) Geological map of Vancouver Island, showing the units of the Jurassic 

Bonanza arc and the pre-Jurassic crust and the locations and ages of the intrusive and 

volcanic Bonanza arc rocks that have been dated in other studies (zircon U-Pb and 

hornblende Ar-Ar). The black rectangle shows the location of Figure 2.10. b) The 

distribution of Bonanza arc ages plotted as a Kernel Density Estimate (Vermeesch, 2012). c)

The locations of Bonanza arc samples with measured Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic ratios from

this study and others.



et al., 1999) but there are some important distinctions. In contrast to the Bonanza arc, the 

basement of the Talkeetna arc is exposed and the latter arc may have developed directly 

on oceanic crust (DeBari and Sleep, 1991). Additionally, garnet-bearing cumulate rocks 

are present in the Talkeetna arc section but not in the Bonanza arc (DeBari et al., 1999).

The Bonanza arc has traditionally been divided into a volcanic unit and two plutonic 

units, namely the Island Plutonic Suite and Westcoast Complex (Figure 2.1; Muller, 

1977). The volcanic unit comprises flows, breccias and tuffs of basalt, andesite, dacite 

and rhyolite. The Island Plutonic Suite is made up of plutons of quartz diorite, 

granodiorite, quartz monzonite and tonalite, which are in sharp contact with the Bonanza 

volcanic unit and the older Karmutsen Formation. Geobarometry indicates a restricted 

and generally uniform depth of equilibration of 2 – 10 km for the Island Plutonic Suite 

(Canil et al., 2010). The Westcoast Complex is composed of hornblendites and gabbroic 

to granodioritic rocks found in contact with rocks of the Devonian Sicker arc (DeBari et 

al., 1999). The Westcoast Complex shows equilibration depths of 10 – 17 km using Al-

in-hornblende geobarometry, but those results have high uncertainty (Canil et al., 2010). 

Amphibole-bearing ultramafic cumulate rocks occur as schlieren and layers in 

intermediate plutonic units of the Bonanza arc near Port Renfrew and Tahsis (Figure 2.1 -

Larocque, 2008; Fecova, 2009; Larocque and Canil, 2010). Al-in-hornblende barometry 

(Larocque and Canil, 2010) indicates that the ultramafic rocks from the Port Renfrew 

area equilibrated at depths of 15 – 25 km, again with high uncertainty.

The Island Plutonic Suite has traditionally been described as being unfoliated and more

felsic than the Westcoast Complex (Muller, 1977). However, this distinction has proven 

difficult to apply in the field and can be imprecise as both units can overlap considerably 
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in bulk chemistry (Canil et al., 2013). Hereafter, I avoid confusion and refer to samples 

of the Island Plutonic Suite and Westcoast Complex collectively as the Bonanza arc 

intrusive rocks.

2.4 Methods
I analyzed a suite of 18 Bonanza arc intrusive rocks sampled across Vancouver Island 

(Figure 2.1). The samples I analyzed had been collected in previous sampling campaigns 

carried out by D. Canil and J. Larocque. Detailed petrography of these samples is 

provided in Larocque (2008). After trimming off weathered surfaces with a diamond saw,

samples were crushed into cm-sized fragments in a steel jaw crusher and ground to a fine 

powder in an agate ball mill. Major and trace element abundances (Table 2.1) were 

determined using Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES)

and Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS), respectively, at 

Activation Laboratories Ltd. (Ancaster, Ontario, Canada). Analytical results for certified 

reference materials were within 3% of the certified values for all elements, except V, Cu, 

Ce, Pr, Ho, Er, Tm and Nb (within 8%). The Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic ratios of the 18 

samples and two additional samples (JL06-054 and DC06-047 from Larocque and Canil, 

2010; Figure 2.1c) were measured at the Radiogenic Isotope Facility at the University of 

Alberta, Edmonton, Canada (Table 2.2). Aliquots of powdered samples were dissolved 

and spiked, followed by chromatographic separation of Rb, Sr, Sm and Nd using ion 

exchange columns. The isotopic ratios of Sr, Sm and Nd in each sample was determined 

by multi collector ICP-MS. Rubidium isotopic composition was determined using 

Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry. Specific details of Rb, Sr, Sm and Nd separation 

and analytical procedures can be found in Creaser et al. (1997, 2004).
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Table 2.1: Bulk rock major (wt.%) and trace element (ppm) concentrations
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Table 2.2: Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic composition of Bonanza 

arc rocks



Whole rock chemical and isotopic analyses from this study were combined with data 

from all previous work (Larocque, 2008; Larocque and Canil, 2010; Fecova, 2009; 

Paulson, 2010; DeBari et al., 1999; Andrew et al., 1991; Isachsen, 1987; Samson et al., 

1990). The geochronological database that I use was compiled from all available zircon 

U-Pb and igneous hornblende Ar-Ar ages (Isachsen, 1987; DeBari et al. 1999; 

Breitsprecher and Mortensen, 2004; Fecova, 2009; Nixon, 2011a-e; Canil et al., 2012).

2.5 Results
The concentration of SiO2 in the Bonanza arc samples analyzed in the present study 

(Table 2.1) varies from 46.7 to 73.8 wt.% and is negatively correlated with FeOT, MgO 

and CaO (Figure 2.2) but is positively correlated with Na2O and K2O. All newly analyzed

samples in this study are within the range of variation of Bonanza arc intrusive and 

volcanic rocks analyzed in previous work (Figure 2.2). Across all the Bonanza arc rocks, 

P2O5, Al2O3 and TiO2 show an inflection from positive to negative correlation at ~50 wt.

% SiO2 (Figure 2.2). Compared to the intrusive rocks, the volcanic samples show 

generally lower SiO2 concentration (< 60 wt.%). The Bonanza arc samples show similar 

ranges of major element concentrations as the Talkeetna and Kohistan arc rocks (Figure 

2.2). 

All samples, except JL06-114, are similarly enriched in the large ion lithophile 

elements (Rb, Ba, K, Pb and Sr) relative to MORB and show sharply negative Nb, Ta and

Ti anomalies (Figure 2.3a). Chondrite-normalized (Figure 2.3b) REE patterns for the 

samples in this study all show light REE (La to Sm) enrichment relative to the middle and

heavy REE (Eu to Lu). The intrusive rocks, except JL06-114, overlap the volcanic rocks 
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Figure 2.2: Silica variation diagrams showing the variation of major elements in Bonanza 

arc samples analyzed in this study and previous work. Also shown are fields for the 

Talkeetna and Kohistan arc data (Kelemen et al., 2014; Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012).
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Figure 2.3: a) N-MORB normalized (Sun and McDonough, 1989) trace element profiles for samples analyzed in the 

present study (thick black lines) and those from the literature, grouped as volcanic, intrusive or cumulate rocks. b) 

Chondrite normalized (McDonough and Sun, 1995) REE profiles for Bonanza arc samples, as in panel a. c) Fields 

for the N-MORB normalized trace element profiles and d) chondrite normalized REE profiles for the Talkeetna and

Kohistan arcs (Kelemen et al., 2014; Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012) and all Bonanza arc data, including samples 

analyzed in the present study.



in all trace element abundances (Figure 2.3). Sample JL06-114 is a layered gabbro 

(Larocque, 2008) and has major and trace element concentrations, similar to the cumulate

rocks from Port Renfrew (Figure 2.2; Larocque and Canil, 2010). Compared to rocks 

from the Talkeetna and Kohistan arcs, the Bonanza arc rocks show restricted range of 

trace element abundances (Figure 2.3c, d).

The samples I analyzed (Figure 2.1c) show a wide range in present-day Sr isotope 

ratios (Table 2.2): 87Rb/86Sr from 0.0146 to 4.2833, and present day 87Sr/88Sr from 

0.70365 to 0.71386. The Sr isotope ratios of samples in this study are within the range of 

those reported in previous work (Isachsen, 1987; Samson et al.; 1990; Andrew et al., 

1991) except for JL06-034 and JL06-054, which are granites with higher Sr isotope 

ratios. Present day 147Sm/144Nd varies from 0.1048 to 0.1758 and present day 143Nd/144Nd 

varies from 0.512744 to 0.512898 in the samples I analyzed, within the range reported in 

previous studies.

My compilation of geochronological data shows that the Bonanza arc intrusive rocks, 

sampled across Vancouver Island, have ages between 164 and 203 Ma (Figure 2.1b). The

ages for volcanic rocks, have an overall range similar to that of the intrusive rocks but 

show a distinctly bimodal age distribution with peaks at 171 and 198 Ma, although these 

samples mostly come from samples collected on northern Vancouver Island.

2.6 Discussion
The effect of crustal thickness on the chemistry of arc magmas has a long history of 

study. In a classic paper, Miyashiro (1974) observed that as arc thickness increases, 

island arc volcanic rock series shift from tholeiitic to calc-alkaline. In a compilation of 

data from > 50 arc volcanoes, Mantle and Collins (2008) observed that increasing trace 
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element ratios such as Ce/Y, La/Yb and Zr/Y in erupted volcanic rocks as depth to the 

Moho increases for those arcs. Jagoutz (2010) compiled data from 12 arcs and 

highlighted a decrease in Yb concentration in arc rocks as crustal thickness increased. He 

postulated that this trend was due to the fractionation of garnet, a phase in which Yb is 

highly compatible, and was causally related to arc thickness, as garnet is only stable on 

the liquidus of arc magmas at depths greater than 24 km (0.8 GPa). Contrary to Jagoutz 

(2010), Mantle and Collins (2008) indicated that the heavy REE concentration, using Y 

as a proxy, did not decrease with arc thickness. Chiaradia (2013) compiled data from 23 

Quaternary volcanic arcs and observed that the Fe and Cu content of arc volcanic series 

are on average lower in thick arcs than in thin arcs and attributed this to the early 

fractionation of magnetite and sulfides beneath thick arcs.

2.6.1 Assimilation of pre-existing crust in Wrangellia

During their ascent through the crust, the Bonanza arc magmas may have assimilated 

pre-existing crust of the Wrangellia terrane, thus obscuring the chemical signature of 

primary processes (e.g. fractional crystallization) that controlled the chemistry of magmas

in the arc. To assess the extent of assimilation that the Bonanza arc magmas experienced, 

I examine the 87Sr/86Sr180 Ma and εNd180 Ma of the samples analyzed in this study (Table 2.2) 

and reported in the literature. The effect of fluid alteration on Rb and Sr by post-

emplacement metamorphism is expected to be minor as < 10% secondary minerals by 

mode are observed in the Bonanza arc rocks (Larocque and Canil, 2010) and this is 

supported by the correlation of Rb with other incompatible but immobile elements, Nb, 

Th and La (Figure A-1). I also attempted to minimize the geochemical effect of any 
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weathering by removing weathered surfaces and fractures from samples with a diamond 

saw prior to crushing and pulverizing the samples for analysis.

Assimilation of older, more evolved crustal material by a mantle-derived magma 

increases 87Sr/86Srinitial, lowers εNdinitial and increases the concentration of Sr and Nd, both 

incompatible elements, in the melt. The combined effect of increasing concentration and 

changing isotopic ratios caused by assimilation produces a positive correlation between 

87Sr/86Srinitial and Sr concentration, and a negative correlation between εNdinitial and Nd 

concentration. The Bonanza arc data show no correlation between isotopic ratios of Sr 

and Nd as element concentration increases (Figure 2.4). I argue that this indicates that 

there has been little assimilation of older crustal material by Bonanza arc magmas.

To more quantitatively assess the degree of assimilation experienced by the Bonanza 

arc magmas, I performed assimilation-fractional crystallization (AFC) calculations 

(DePaolo, 1981). I use a primary, uncontaminated melt with Nd and Sr concentration and

isotopic ratios similar to basalt extracted from the Depleted Mantle at 180 Ma (Workman 

and Hart, 2005; White and Klein, 2014). I used two different contaminants in the AFC 

model calculations (Figure 2.4): the average of all the Devonian Sicker arc data (grey 

circle, solid lines) and the most isotopically evolved Sicker arc sample (black circle, 

dashed lines). The latter provides the greatest isotopic difference between melt and 

contaminant thereby indicating the minimum degree of contamination. As liquid 

compositions will change with contamination, I avoid uncertainties arising from resulting

variations in mineral-liquid partition coefficients (D) by displaying the results of the AFC

models (Figure 2.4) for a range of D values from very incompatible (D = 0.05) to neutral 

(D = 1.00). Although important to assess, I do not consider a Karmutsen Formation
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Figure 2.4: Assimilation-fractional crystallization (AFC) models for a melt from the 

Depleted Mantle and two possible contaminants: the average of the available Sicker arc 

data (solid lines) and an extreme sample from the Sicker arc (dashed lines). Three melt-

contaminant ratios (r) are presented for Sr and Nd AFC models: a, d) r = 0.07; b, e) r = 

0.15; c, f) r = 0.30. Curves have been calculated for different values of partition 

coefficient (D) for Sr and Nd, ranging from very incompatible (D = 0.05) to neutral (D = 

1). At low D values, curves for the two contaminants are very similar and only the solid 

curve has been shown for clarity. The legend for all panels is split between panels a, b 

and c.



contaminant in the AFC models as those rocks have similar Nd and Sr concentration and 

isotopic ratios as the Bonanza arc samples (Figure 2.4) and AFC calculations would not 

yield a detectable signal.

AFC calculations using the average Sicker arc contaminant indicate that a contaminant-

melt ratio between 0.07 and 0.15 is sufficient to explain all the Sr variation that I observe 

in the Bonanza arc (solid lines; Figure 2.4a–c). A model using the most isotopically 

evolved Sicker arc sample (dashed lines; Figure 2.4a–c) yields a maximum contaminant-

melt ratio of 0.07. The AFC calculation results for Nd (Figure 2.4d–f) are equivocal in 

the case of both average and extreme Sicker arc contaminants, indicating contaminant-

melt ratios between 0.07 and 0.30.

Eight Bonanza arc rocks that plot to the left of the D = 1.00 curve using the extreme 

Sicker arc contaminant in Figures 2.4d–f have lower Nd concentration than expected 

from the AFC model. Five of these samples are mafic/ultramafic cumulates and low Nd 

concentration is expected for such rocks. Although the precise reason that the remaining 

three samples (two granodiorites, one monzodiorite) have low Nd concentrations is 

unclear, it is possible that those magmas had accumulated early-formed phases with low 

Nd concentration.

On the basis of my AFC models I argue that Bonanza arc magmas have undergone 

minimal assimilation (contaminant-melt ratio < 0.10) of Devonian Sicker arc material. 

Assimilation of Karmutsen Formation rocks by Bonanza arc magmas would not be 

detectable by the Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotopic systems due to the similarity in isotopic 

ratios between these suites (Figure 2.4). However the similarity of the major and trace 

element geochemistry, Nd and Sr isotopic ratios between the Bonanza arc and the 
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uncontaminated Talkeetna arc (Figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4), emplaced directly on the 

oceanic lithosphere (DeBari and Sleep, 1991), suggests that contamination by any pre-

existing material, including the Karmutsen Formation, must have been minimal.

2.6.2 Amphibole or garnet fractionation?

The Bonanza arc was active for ~40 Myr (Figure 2.1b), during which time the arc may 

have thickened and the pressure of magmatic differentiation could have increased to 

above 0.8 GPa (24 km), where garnet becomes a stable liquidus phase in hydrous basaltic

systems relevant for arc magmas (Müntener and Ulmer, 2006). Garnet strongly partitions 

the HREE (Table 2.3) and fractionation of large proportions of garnet will result in 

decreasing concentration of these elements in the remaining liquid as magma evolution 

progresses. Accordingly, Jagoutz (2010) ascribed Yb depletion in felsic rocks from arcs >

24 km thick to garnet fractionation in the lower crust of those arcs.

I observe two sample populations on the basis of Yb and SiO2 concentrations in the 

Bonanza arc rocks (Figure 2.5): one population increases in Yb concentration with 

increasing SiO2, whereas the other has low Yb concentration at high SiO2 content, here 

referred to as the ‘normal Yb’ and ‘low Yb’ groups, respectively. These Yb groups are 

most evident in the intrusive rock suite and less clearly observed in the Bonanza volcanic 

suite which have generally SiO2 < 60wt.% (Figure 2.5). The range of Yb and SiO2 

variation in the Talkeetna and Kohistan arcs (Figure 2.5; Kelemen et al., 2014; Jagoutz 

and Schmidt, 2012) show a positive correlation of Yb with SiO2 that changes to a 

negative correlation at SiO2 > 65 wt.%. The Talkeetna and Kohistan arc sections include 

garnet-bearing cumulate rocks (DeBari and Coleman 1989; Hacker et al., 2008; Jagoutz 

et al., 2007) corroborating the assertion made by Jagoutz (2010) that rocks with low Yb
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Table 2.3: Mineral-liquid partition coefficients used in models
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Figure 2.5: Ytterbium concentration as a function of SiO2 in the Bonanza arc rocks. On the 

basis of this plot, the intrusive suite is divided into ‘low Yb’ and ‘normal Yb’ groups. Also 

shown are fields for the Talkeetna and Kohistan arc data (Kelemen et al., 2014; Jagoutz and

Schmidt, 2012).



and high SiO2 record the effect of fractionating garnet during magma evolution. Thus, it 

is possible that felsic arc rocks with low Yb can be used to infer garnet fractionation and 

a minimum arc thickness of 24 km. No garnet-bearing cumulate rocks have been reported

from the Bonanza arc, however amphibole is a commonly observed cumulate phase and 

is implicated in the evolution of the Bonanza arc magmas (Larocque and Canil, 2010).

Ytterbium partitions into amphibole increasingly strongly (i.e. DYb increases) as a 

liquid evolves to higher SiO2 content (Figure 2.6), implying that amphibole fractionation 

alone can conceivably produce low to intermediate silica liquids enriched in Yb and in 

felsic liquids depleted in Yb. In order to determine whether amphibole or garnet 

fractionation is responsible for the ‘low Yb’ Bonanza arc rocks, I examine Dy and Yb 

variation as these elements partition differently depending on whether amphibole or 

garnet is fractionating. In basaltic to andesitic liquids, DYb for garnet varies from 3.55 to 

23.5 and DYb for hornblende varies from 0.68 to 1.15 (Table 2.3). Over the same range of 

liquid compositions, DDy for garnet changes from 1.43 to 9.50 and DDy for amphibole 

increases from 1.06 to 1.77. Regardless of liquid composition, DDy/DYb is 0.40 for garnet 

and 1.54 for amphibole (Figure 2.6).

Dysprosium is strongly positively correlated with Yb in the Bonanza arc rocks (Figure 

2.7a). The volcanic rocks and the ‘normal Yb’ intrusive rocks lie along regression lines 

with slopes of ~1.6 and the ‘low Yb’ intrusive rocks lie on a shallower slope of 1.45 

(Figure 2.7a). The similarity in Dy/Yb slope of the Bonanza arc sample array to the 

DDy/DYb of amphibole (~1.5) implies that amphibole strongly controlled Dy and Yb 

variation in these rocks. The small differences between the slopes and amphibole DDy/DYb

likely indicate the effect of co-crystallizing phases – for example olivine (DDy/DYb = 0.04;
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Figure 2.6: Amphibole-liquid partition coefficients for Dy and Yb (DDy, DYb) and DDy/DYb as 

a function of SiO2 in the liquid. Data from Tiepolo et al., (2007).
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Figure 2.7: Dy and Yb variation in the Bonanza arc rocks. a) Regression lines and their 

equations fitted through the volcanic, ‘normal Yb’ and ‘low Yb’ intrusive rock groups. b) 

Liquid evolution models for fractionation of different mineral assemblages from a basaltic 

parent melt. c) Liquid evolution models for fractionation of different mineral assemblages 

from an intermediate liquid. At low degrees of fractionation, there is little to no separation 

between the liquids of garnet gabbros with 20 – 50% garnet. d) Data for the Talkeetna and 

Kohistan arcs (Kelemen et al., 2014; Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012) and a composite of liquid 

evolution paths A – E from panels b and c, with arrows to indicate direction of liquid 

evolution. Partition coefficients used in the models are provided in Table 2.3 and phase 

proportions for each assemblage and the compositions of the parent liquid and two 

intermediate liquids are provided in Table 2.4. Legend is split across panels a, b and d. 

Abbreviations: ap = apatite, cm = cumulate, cpx = clinopyroxene, gb = gabbro, gt = garnet, 

hbl = hornblende, ol = olivine, opx = orthopyroxene, tt = titanite.



Adam and Green, 2006), orthopyroxene (DDy/DYb = 0.3; Bédard, 2006) and garnet 

(DDy/DYb = 0.4).

To quantitatively determine the cause of the observed Dy and Yb variation, I have 

modelled the Rayleigh fractionation of amphibole- and garnet-bearing assemblages from 

a primitive parent liquid (Figure 2.7b), followed by fractionation of gabbroic assemblages

from intermediate liquids (Figure 2.7c). I assume a parent liquid composition (Table 2.4) 

similar to a primitive basalt sample from the Bonanza arc (sample JL06-027, Mg# = 0.67;

Table 2.2; Larocque, 2008). Partition coefficients and cumulate phase proportions 

appropriate for basaltic and andesitic liquids are provided in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. I selected

the most suitable experimentally determined values of DDy and DYb for clinopyroxene, 

garnet and olivine from the literature and parameterizations of D for plagioclase, 

orthopyroxene, titanite and apatite (Bédard, 2006; 2007; Prowatke and Klemme, 2006, 

2007). As no suitable experimental determinations were available for DLa in garnet in 

andesitic liquids I used a phenocryst-matrix determination (Irving and Frey, 1978). The 

modes of the amphibole-bearing cumulate assemblages used in the models (Table 2.4) 

are based on those observed in Bonanza arc cumulate rocks (Larocque and Canil, 2010). 

Modes for the garnet-bearing cumulate assemblage are based on mass balance 

calculations using silica variation diagrams for CaO and Al2O3 for the Bonanza arc rocks 

(i.e. ~13% garnet; Figure 2.2) and similar assemblages from the Talkeetna and Kohistan 

arcs (20 – 50 % garnet; DeBari and Coleman, 1989; Jagoutz, 2010).

The variation in Dy and Yb concentration of the ‘normal Yb’ intrusive rocks is best fit 

by removal of a hornblende-olivine orthopyroxenite assemblage (Path A on Figure 2.7b) 

from the parent basalt. Fractionation of a garnet gabbro with 13% garnet from the parent
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Table 2.4: Parameters used in modelling calculations



basalt produces a liquid with increasing Yb and Dy (Path B on Figure 2.7b) that fits the 

variation of the Bonanza arc volcanic rocks at low degrees of fractionation (i.e. fraction 

of liquid remaining, F > 0.4). Removal of garnet gabbros similar to those observed in the 

Talkeetna and Kohistan arcs (20 – 50% garnet) produces liquids that evolve to higher Dy 

and lower Yb on paths that are subhorziontal to subvertical.

To account for shifts in element partitioning with changing liquid composition, I have 

modelled a second fractionation stage involving the removal of plagioclase- and garnet-

bearing cumulate assemblages from intermediate liquids on Paths A and B (Table 2.4, 

Figure 2.7c). Plagioclase cumulate assemblages are based on observed modes in similar 

rocks from the Bonanza arc, whereas garnet gabbros have similar modal mineralogies as 

in the primitive liquid models. Mass balance calculations suggest around 1% each of 

titanite and apatite are responsible for the inflections in the TiO2 and P2O5 silica variation 

diagrams (Figure 2.2). These trace phases are important because their high DREE can 

substantially impact the trace element budget of a liquid: DDy = 25 and DYb = 10 for 

titanite; DDy = 12 and DYb = 6 for apatite (Prowatke and Klemme, 2005, 2006). Although 

fractionation of magnetite and/or ilmenite is another possible cause for the inflection in 

the TiO2–SiO2 variation diagram (Figure 2.2), I do not consider Fe-Ti oxides in my 

models as they are of low abundance in the Bonanza arc rocks (< 3%; Larocque and 

Canil, 2010) and, given the very low DREE of these oxides (Nielsen et al., 1992), have 

negligible effect on Dy and Yb concentrations in the fractionating assemblages I 

consider.

The intermediate liquid composition used to model the further evolution of the 

Bonanza arc intrusive rocks (‘Intermediate liquid 1’, Table 2.4, Figure 2.7c) is similar to 
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the liquid produced at 60% fractionation of a hornblende-olivine orthopyroxenite from 

the basaltic parental liquid (F = 0.4 on Path A, Figure 2.7b). The range of Dy and Yb in 

the ‘normal Yb’ intrusions is modelled well as the liquid produced by removal of a 

clinopyroxene-rich gabbro (Table 2.4) from ‘Intermediate Liquid 1’ (Path C, Figure 

2.7c). Removal of an apatite-titanite-garnet-hornblende gabbro assemblage (Table 2.4) 

from ‘Intermediate Liquid 1’ produces liquids similar in composition to the ‘low Yb’ 

samples (Path D on Figure 2.7c). The Bonanza arc volcanic rock compositions are 

described by the removal of a gabbro with 13% garnet from a basaltic parent liquid (Path 

B, Figure 2.7b) followed, at F = 0.4 (‘Intermediate liquid 2’, Table 2.4), by removal of a 

clinopyroxene-rich gabbro from the resulting intermediate liquid (Path E, Figure 2.7c). 

Removal of garnet gabbro with 20 – 50% garnet from Intermediate Liquids 1 and 2 

(Figure 2.7c) causes the resulting liquids to evolve to lower Yb and Dy along shallow 

positive slopes that do not describe the composition of the ‘low Yb’ intrusive rocks.

With consideration of La, the volcanic rocks and the intrusive rocks show strikingly 

different trends (Figure 2.8a, b) compared to their subparallel trends in Figure 2.7. 

Originating from a cluster centered around (Dy/Yb)N = 1.2 and (La/Dy)N = 1.7, the 

intrusive rocks describe a negative trend to high (Dy/Yb)N, whereas the volcanic rocks 

form a positive trend to high (Dy/Yb)N. The results of models incorporating La, 

extremely incompatible in garnet (DLa = 0.0034 – 0.07) and only moderately incompatible

in amphibole (DLa = 0.12 – 0.1675; Table 2.4) are shown in Figure 2.8. The distribution 

of the ‘normal Yb’ and ‘low Yb’ intrusive suites in Figure 2.8a is generally described by 

the fractionation trends produced by removal of a hornblende-olivine orthopyroxenite 

from the parent basaltic liquid followed by removal of apatite-titanite-garnet-hornblende
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Figure 2.8: Chondrite-normalized (McDonough and Sun, 1995) La/Dy and Dy/Yb variation 

of the Bonanza arc rocks for a) the intrusive rocks, b) the volcanic rocks and c) the 

Talkeetna and Kohistan arc rocks (Kelemen et al., 2014; Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012). The 

results of selected fractionation models are shown. Abbreviations as per Figure 2.7.



gabbro (Path A and D, Figure 2.8a) from ‘Intermediate liquid 1’ (Table 2.4), as was 

discussed above in relation to Figure 2.7b and c. The removal of a clinopyroxene-rich 

gabbro from ‘Intermediate Liquid 1’ produces liquids that are slightly lower in (Dy/Yb)N 

than the main array formed by the intrusive suite (Path C, Figure 2.8a). Although some of

the low (Dy/Yb)N volcanic rocks are fit by the same models as the intrusive rocks (Figure

2.8b), the high (Dy/Yb)N ratios of other volcanic samples necessitates a different 

fractionating assemblage. I find that removal of a garnet gabbro assemblage with 13% 

garnet from a basaltic parent liquid followed by removal of a clinopyroxene gabbro 

assemblage from ‘Intermediate liquid 2’ (Table 2.4; Paths B and E, Figure 2.8) describes 

the distribution of the majority of the Bonanza arc volcanic data in Figure 2.8b.

Although their La, Dy and Yb variation require garnet fractionation, the Bonanza arc 

volcanic rocks do not show the Yb depletion at high SiO2 (Figure 2.5) associated with 

garnet fractionation (e.g. Jagoutz, 2010). I argue that this is due to the relatively small 

proportion of garnet (1 – 13%) that is removed, combined with the low partition 

coefficients for Yb in the other fractionating phases (plagioclase, clinopyroxene and 

amphibole; Table 2.3), resulting in a low bulk partition coefficient of Yb in the 

fractionating assemblage.

The models I present indicate that fractionation of hornblende-olivine orthopyroxenite 

from a primitive liquid followed by the fractionation of clinopyroxene gabbro and 

apatite-titanite-garnet-hornblende gabbro from a resulting intermediate liquid (Paths A, C

and D in Figure 2.7 and 2.8) can reproduce the La, Dy and Yb variation of the Bonanza 

arc intrusive rocks, including the felsic ‘low Yb’ intrusive suite. The volcanic rocks of the

Bonanza arc indicate fractionation of ~13% garnet from a primitive liquid followed by 
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fractionation of clinopyroxene gabbro from an intermediate liquid (Paths B and E in 

Figure 2.7 and 2.8). The poor fit between the models and the data in Figure 2.8 may be 

due to several simplifications inherent in modelling magma evolution as a pure liquid 

produced by only two discrete stages of Rayleigh fractional crystallization. For example, 

amphibole accumulation observed in some Bonanza arc volcanic rocks (Nixon et al., 

2011a, b) implies that they are not pure liquids. Such accumulation moves the whole rock

composition to lower (La/Dy)N but higher (Dy/Yb)N, shown schematically on Figure 2.8a,

due to the higher DDy compared to DLa and DYb of amphibole (Table 2.3). Futhermore, the 

high DDy and DYb of apatite and titanite (Table 2.3) mean that small variations in the 

amount of these minerals in the fractionating assemblage can affect the liquid 

composition considerably. For example, increasing the amount of titanite or apatite 

fractionating would shift the liquid evolutions lines to lower (Dy/Yb)N while only slightly

increasing (La/Yb)N, as shown schematically in Figure 2.8a.

The imperfect fit between the models and data could also be due to the choice of 

partition coefficients, although I attempted to minimize this effect by using 

comprehensive parameterizations and suitable experimental determinations of this 

parameter. The continuous change in liquid composition during evolution means that no 

single value for partition coefficient can perfectly model the evolution of liquid 

composition and some mismatch between predictions and observations is inevitable. The 

distribution of Bonanza arc rock analyses in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 could also be produced 

by fractionation of similar assemblages from different parent liquid compositions. The 

likely range of starting compositions are shown on Figure 2.8, similar to MORB (Jenner 

and O’Neill, 2012).
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Another process by which low Yb, high SiO2 rocks may be formed is partial melting of

amphibolite to leave a garnet-bearing residue at the base of the crust (Zhang et al., 2013).

This process presupposes a crust that is thick enough that garnet is stable (> 24 km depth;

Müntener and Ulmer, 2006; Zhang et al., 2013) and is consistent with my assertion that 

the Bonanza arc was thick enough to allow garnet to be a stable phase in the lower crust.

2.6.2.1 Alternate modelling approaches

Other approaches are able to overcome the aforementioned shortcomings of modelling 

using partition coefficients. For example, subtractive modelling, based on the incremental

removal of chemical compositions of observed cumulate rocks from that of a parental 

liquid causing the remaining liquid to evolve away from the cumulate composition, was 

used to determine the petrogenesis of the Kohistan arc (Jagoutz, 2010). Larocque and 

Canil (2010) also used a subtractive model to describe the major element composition of 

the Bonanza arc rocks in terms of the removal of olivine, amphibole and/or 

clinopyroxene from a primitive parental liquid. 

Using the method described by Jagoutz (2010), I modelled the removal of an olivine-

bearing cumulate assemblage followed by the removal of a plagioclase-bearing 

assemblage, each modelled as the average of similar assemblages observed in the 

Bonanza arc, from the same basaltic parent liquid used in the above models (sample 

JL06-027; Larocque, 2008). This model (Figure 2.9) predicts the increasing Yb 

concentrations of the Bonanza arc rocks up to 60 – 65 wt.% SiO2. However, the 

compositions of observed cumulate rocks in the Bonanza arc are insufficient to reproduce

the ‘low Yb’ samples (Figure 2.9). A cumulate rock composition with high Yb and low 

SiO2 is required, but no such cumulate rocks are observed in the Bonanza arc suite.
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Figure 2.9: Plot showing the subtractive fractionation model of the Yb-SiO2 variation in a 

liquid produced by removal of 25% of the average Bonanza arc olivine cumulate rock (Yb =

0.6 ppm, SiO2 = 41.2 wt.%) followed by removal of the average primitive Bonanza arc 

plagioclase cumulate (Yb = 1.3 ppm, SiO2 = 43.2 wt.%). The range of compositions of 

garnet-bearing mafic rocks from the Kohistan arc (Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012) is also 

shown. Abbreviations as per Figure 2.7.



A cumulate assemblage containing garnet, hornblende and trace phases like titanite and

apatite would have high Yb and relatively low SiO2 concentration, potentially similar to 

the garnet-bearing ultramafic rocks of the Kohistan arc (Figure 2.9; Jagoutz and Schmidt,

2012). Fractionation of such an assemblage from the modelled liquid would efficiently 

drive the remaining liquid to low Yb and high SiO2 compositions, similar to the spread of

data in Figure 2.9. The requisite garnet-bearing assemblages are not observed in the 

Bonanza arc, but are similar to those used in REE models presented above (Figure 2.7 

and 2.8). The absence of a garnet-bearing cumulate assemblage in the Bonanza arc 

section may be due to its high density compared with the sub-arc mantle, resulting in the 

foundering of these rocks (Kay and Mahlburg-Kay, 1991; Jagoutz and Schmidt, 2012).

2.6.2.2 Comparison to other arcs

The chemical composition of Bonanza arc rocks overlaps that of rocks from the 

Talkeetna and Kohistan arcs in major element concentration (Figure 2.2) and trace 

element abundance (Figure 2.3). The Talkeetna and Kohistan arc data show much greater

range and scatter in (La/Dy)N and (Dy/Yb)N than do the Bonanza arc data (Figure 2.8c). I 

have not attempted to fit my models to the Talkeetna and Kohistan arc data but the data 

for those arcs are not incompatible with my models (Figures 2.7d, 2.8c). Although not 

shown here, the hornblende gabbro fractionation model that Jagoutz (2010) presents for 

the Kohistan arc is similar in trajectory to my hornblende olivine orthopyroxenite model 

(Path A; Figure 2.7, 2.8). Similar to my conculsions, Jagoutz (2010) also noted the 

importance of a garnet-bearing fractionating assemblage in the petrogenesis of low Yb 

Kohistan arc granitoids, however no data were available to compare that garnet 

fractionation model to ours. The array of very low (La/Dy)N samples, with variable 
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(Dy/Yb)N, from the Talkeetna and Kohistan arc (Figure 2.8c) has no equivalent in the 

Bonanza arc and likely represents the garnet-bearing cumulate rocks known from the 

former arcs (DeBari and Coleman, 1989; Jagoutz, 2010) but not in the Bonanza arc. The 

inference of garnet-bearing cumulate rocks in the petrogenesis of the Bonanza arc is 

significant as it provides a previously unknown similarity with the coeval Talkeetna arc 

(DeBari et al., 1999). 

2.6.3 Constraints on the thickness of the Bonanza arc

My fractionation models imply that garnet was a fractionating phase in the Bonanza arc

and implies that the lower crust extended to depths at which garnet was stable. The crust 

on which the Bonanza arc was emplaced consists of at least 3 km of Devonian Sicker arc 

rocks (Muller et al. 1977) overlain by 6 km of Triassic Karmutsen basalts, inferred to 

have an equally thick gabbroic complement, possibly residing in the lower crust of 

Wrangellia (Greene et al., 2009). Thus, the total thickness of the substrate on which the 

Bonanza arc formed was at least 15 km. The true thickness of the pre-Bonanza arc crust 

is likely to be greater than 15 km, a value that is calculated on the basis of suface 

exposures only, thus providing a ‘worst case’ total thickness in the calculations that 

follow. Because garnet is only stable at greater than 24 km depth (i.e. 0.8 GPa; Müntener 

and Ulmer, 2006), the possibility of garnet fractionation in controlling the evolution of 

the Bonanza arc magmas as modelled above depends critically on whether the combined 

thickness of the Bonanza arc and the pre-Jurassic crust reached or exceeded this thickness

over the period in which the Bonanza arc was active.

A previous estimate of the total thickness of the Bonanza arc and its substrate of ~ 24 

km was based primarily on hornblende thermobarometry of felsic intrusive rocks and less
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so on barometry of the mafic and ultramafic plutonic rocks in the Bonanza arc section 

(Canil et al., 2010). Here I attempt to make simple, first-order estimates of the total 

thickness of the Bonanza arc and pre-Jurassic crust using constraints from geological 

mapping combined with amphibole thermobarometry. Figure 2.10 shows the widths of all

the Bonanza arc units along a line perpendicular to the NW-SE strike of the Bonanza arc 

on Saanich Peninsula, southern Vancouver Island. This region was chosen for this 

exercise because it is relatively free of faulting that might otherwise distort the 

thicknesses of these units (Figures 2.1, 2.10). Using Al-in-hornblende geobarometry, 

Canil et al. (2010) determined that the Island Plutonic Suite was 5 – 8 km thick. 

Assuming this thickness range is accurate, the dip required to produce the observed 

outcrop length of the Island Plutonic Suite exposed on Saanich Peninsula (~11 km; 

Figure 2.10) varies from 28 – 48°, which overlaps the range of dips for foliations (35 – 

65°) of intrusive rocks observed in the field (Larocque and Canil, 2010). Assuming dips 

of 28 – 48° for Bonanza intrusive (i.e. the Island Plutonic Suite and the Westcoast 

Crystalline Complex) and volcanic units, the observed outcrop lengths (Figure 2.10) 

prescribe a total true thicknesses of 11 – 18.4 km for the arc. Applying an alternate 

amphibole barometer (Ridolfi et al., 2009) to the data of Canil et al. (2010) gives a 

maximum thickness of only 3.5 km for the Island Plutonic Suite, requiring a dip of only 

20° to explain the measured outcrop lengths in Figure 2.10, and resulting in an total true 

thickness of the Bonanza arc of only 8 km.

Using my lowest estimate of the thickness of the Bonanza arc (8 km), the minimum 

combined thickness of the Bonanza arc and pre-existing crust is 23 km. The base of the 

crust in this case is slightly shallower than the minimum required for garnet to be a stable
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Figure 2.10: Mapped lengths of the Bonanza arc units perpendicular to the 

NW-SE regional strike of the Bonanaza arc, along a relatively unfaulted 

section on southern Vancouver Island.



liquidus phase in arc magmas (Müntener and Ulmer, 2006). My maximum likely 

thickness estimate for the Bonanza arc (~18 km) combined with the pre-existing crust 

gives a total thickness of approximately 33 kilometers and implies that the base of the 

crust was within the stability zone of garnet. This maximum estimate is similar to the 

seismically determined depth to the present-day Moho beneath Vancouver Island (35 km;

Clowes et al., 1987).

There are large differences in the results of the amphibole barometers used by Canil et 

al. (2010) and Ridolfi et al. (2009). As noted by Canil et al. (2010) the pressures they 

report for some samples are maxima due to the plagioclase composition (> An35) and the 

absence of K-feldspar in some samples (Anderson and Smith, 1995). Ridolfi et al. (2009)

similarly caution that errors for their pressure estimates may be as high as 25% for 

magnesiohorneblende and tschermakitic pargasite, the most common amphiboles in the 

Bonanza arc intrusive rocks (Larocque, 2008). The mismatch between these pressure 

estimates underscores the importance of using geobarometers that are suitable for the 

species of amphibole and the coexisting mineral assemblage present in a sample.

2.6.4 Timing and spatial distribution of magmatism in the Bonanza arc

The intrusive Bonanaza arc rocks, sampled from exposures across Vancouver Island, 

show a continuous range of ages from 163 to 200 Ma, with a peak at 172 Ma (Figure 

2.1b). The distinctly bimodal volcanic age distribution may indicate that volcanism 

occurred as two separate pulses within one arc, at 198 and 171 Ma, with an intervening 

quiescent period of ~10 Myr. Another interpretation, linking the distinct spatial 

separation of regions exposing young and old volcanic rocks on northern Vancouver 

Island (Figure 2.1a), is that what is presently called the Bonanza arc was actually two 
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geographically separate arcs that were active within ~10 Myr of one another. In this 

interpretation, the two separate arcs are juxtaposed in the present day by movement along

arc-parallel strike slip faults. 

The intrusive rock age distribution (n = 63, peak at 172 Ma) is skewed toward younger 

ages, as expected from the greater preservation potential for younger rocks compared to 

older ones. Contrary to the expectation that older rocks are less likely to be preserved 

than younger ones, the volcanic rock age distribution (n = 31) shows that older ages are 

better represented than younger ages in my compilation (Figure 2.1b). Thus, I argue that 

the bimodal age distribution of the Bonanza arc volcanic rocks is not a true representation

of their ages and is an artefact of intensive sampling of those rocks in a limited 

geographic region compared to the geographically comprehensive sampling of intrusive 

rocks (Figure 2.1a). I also cannot rule out preservation bias in producing the bimodal 

volcanic age distribution as the trace of the Holberg Fault, running through Holberg Inlet 

(Figure 2.1a), bisects the main region of measured volcanic ages. 

The geographic distribution of the ages of Bonanza arc volcanic rocks on northern 

Vancouver Island is sharply divided with young (i.e. ~171 Ma) and old (i.e. ~198 Ma) 

ages northeast and southwest, respectively, of the trace of the Holberg Fault. The 

observed eastward-younging of the rocks can be produced by: 1) subduction in the west 

(present coordinates) of an east-dipping slab combined with forearc erosion; or 2) 

subduction in the east of a west-dipping slab that is ‘rolling-back’ (e.g. Gvitrzman and 

Nur, 1999). I am unable to distinguish between the possibilities of slab rollback or forearc

erosion as Jurassic forearc assemblages, which would constrain subduction polarity have 

not been found on Vancouver Island (Canil et al., 2012). On the other hand, little is 
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known about the timing and sense of displacement along the steeply dipping Holberg 

Fault (Nixon et al., 2011a, b) but it may be a major strike-slip structure that juxtaposed 

younger and older arc segments, thus increasing the width of the present exposure of the 

Bonanza arc. A test of that idea, and how the Holberg Fault links with other major 

structures that dissect the Bonanza arc, (Figure 2.1) requires further investigation. 

2.7 Conclusions
I have determined that < 10% assimilation of only pre-exisiting rocks from the Sicker 

arc is required to explain the variations observed in Sr and Nd isotopes in rocks of the 

Bonanza arc. Although comparisons of Bonanza arc geochemistry with that of the 

uncontaminated Talkeetna arc are favourable, I am unable to conclusively rule out 

contamination of the former by the isotopically similar Karmutsen Formation. The 

intrusive rocks of the Bonanza arc have high (La/Dy)N and low (Dy/Yb)N, whereas both 

ratios are high in the volcanic rocks. Thus, two separate fractionation models are required

to predict the REE chemistry of the Bonanza arc rocks: one model (garnet gabbro 

fractionation followed by clinopyroxene gabbro fractionation) describes the chemistry of 

the majority of volcanic rocks and some intrusive rocks; another model (hornblende-

olivine orthopyroxenite fractionation, followed by apatite-titanite-garnet-hornblende 

gabbro fractionation) describes the chemistry of the majority of intrusive rocks and some 

volcanic rocks. Both lineages implicate garnet as a fractionating phase, which is 

significant as garnet-bearing cumulate rocks have not been described in the Bonanza arc 

and are a previously unknown similarity with the coeval Talkeetna arc. My estimates for 

the thickness of the Bonanza arc and the pre-existing crust indicate that the base of the 

crust was likely deeper than the 24 km (0.8 GPa) minimum limit for garnet stability, 
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thereby supporting the garnet fractionation models I have presented. Garnet-bearing 

rocks are not described in the Bonanza arc and may have been lost by foundering into the

comparatively buoyant underlying mantle (e.g. Kay and Mahlburg-Kay, 1991) or that 

these rocks are simply beneath the present day depth of erosion.

The Bonanza arc volcanic rocks show a bimodal age distribution likely due to sampling

bias and show an abrupt change to younger ages to the north of the Holberg Fault, on 

northern Vancouver Island. This spatial distribution is either due to movement of the 

magmatic front with time by fore-arc erosion or slab rollback during subduction, or the 

juxtaposition of separate arcs by strike-slip motion on the Holberg Fault. My 

geochronological compilation indicates that the Bonanza arc was active from 203 to 164 

Ma during which time the arc may have thickened enough that the composition of later 

magmas was affected by garnet fractionation whereas earlier magmas were not. The 

conclusive test of such spatio-temporal magmatic evolution depends critically on the 

comparison of geochemical and geochronological data, however the number of samples 

for which both data are presently available is too meager to draw such conclusions. 

Expanding this dataset could provide unique insights into the evolution of a thickening 

arc and presents a potentially fruitful avenue for future work.
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Chapter 3.
Effect of alkalinity on S solubility in basaltic andesite melts at

1270ºC and 1 GPa.

3.1 Abstract
I have tested the role of alkalis on S Concentration at Sulfide Saturation (SCSS) 

measured in hydrous basaltic andesite melts at 1270ºC and 1 GPa using piston-cylinder 

apparatus. At an oxygen fugacity approximately two log units below the fayalite 

magnetite quartz buffer, I find that SCSS is correlated with total alkali concentration, 

perhaps as a result of the increased non-bridging oxygen resulting from melt 

depolymerization. A possible limit to the enhancing effect of alkalis on SCSS in hydrous 

melts is observed at ~7.5 wt.% total alkali concentration. Using my results and published 

data, I have retrained earlier SCSS models and find that the updated models provide a 

better fit to test data. I have also developed a new empirical model using theoretical 

optical basicity as a compositional parameter that predicts SCSS with slightly better 

accuracy compared to previously published models:

ln ( SCSS ppm)=16.34−
5785

T
− 339.4

P
T

+10.85 ln ( Λ )+3.750 X FeO+6.704 X H 2 O

with temperature (T) in Kelvin, pressure (P) in GPa, the optical basicity (Λ) and mole 

fractions of Fe2O3 (calculated from Kress and Carmichael, 1991) and H2O in the melt.

3.2 Introduction
Sulfur in melts plays an important role in the geosphere by the formation of sulfide 

minerals or immiscible sulfide melts (e.g. Naldrett, 1969) that partition chalcophile 

elements (e.g. Cu, Pb, Zn) between Earth’s crust and mantle. The release of S into the 

atmosphere by degassing magmas is also thought to have an impact on global climate 

(e.g. Scaillet and Macdonald, 2006; McLinden et al., 2016). Furthermore, the solution 
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and exsolution of S from melts is important during the formation of magmatic and 

hydrothermal ore deposits (Sillitoe, 2010). Sulfur is also extensively utilized in industrial 

processes as sulfate in glass fining and as sulfide in glass colouring (e.g. Falcone et al., 

2011) and is an important consideration in nuclear waste disposal (e.g. Lenoir et al., 

2009).

The geochemical behaviour of S in melts has a long history of study starting with 

Fincham and Richardson (1954) who used simple systems at 100 kPa to show that at log 

fO2 < ~5.5, S2- displaces O2- anions in silicate and aluminate melts by the reaction:

S2-
(silicate melt) + ½O2 (gas) ↔ O2-

(silicate melt) + ½S2 (gas) [3.1]

Haughton et al. (1974) discovered that S Concentration at Sulfide Saturation (SCSS) is 

strongly correlated with Fe concentration and temperature in natural melts, described by 

Liu et al. (2007) with the reaction:

FeS(sulfide) + FeO(silicate melt) + O2-
(silicate melt) ↔ S2-

 (silicate melt) + 2FeO(sulfide) [3.2]

Several other experimental studies also show that SCSS is sensitive to temperature, 

pressure and melt composition (e.g. Shima and Naldrett, 1975; Danckwerth et al., 1979; 

Wendlandt, 1982; Bradbury, 1983; Buchanan et al. 1983; Carroll and Rutherford, 1985, 

1987, 1988; Mavrogenes and O’Neill, 1999; Holzheid and Grove, 2002; O’Neill and 

Mavrogenes, 2002; Clemente et al., 2004; Jugo et al., 2005a; Scaillet and Pichavant, 

2005; Tsujimura and Kitakaze, 2005; Scaillet and Macdonald, 2006; Liu et al., 2007; 

Jugo, 2009; Ariskin et al., 2013; Fortin et al., 2015). These studies have found a negative 

correlation of SCSS with SiO2 and a U-shaped dependance on melt FeO content with a 

minimum at ~1 – 8 wt.% FeO (O’Neill and Mavrogenes, 2002; Tsujimura and Kitakaze, 

2005; Wykes et al., 2015). Most experiments report that SCSS is negatively correlated 
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with pressure, with a few notable exceptions (Mysen and Popp, 1980; Carroll and 

Rutherford, 1985; Luhr,1990).

Dissolution of S in silicate melts occurs by the substitution of S2- for non-bridging 

oxygen (NBO) in the melt via reaction [3.1]. It therefore follows that increasing the 

proportion of network-modifying cations (Fe2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+ and K+), thus increasing 

NBO/T - the amount of NBO relative to tetrahedral oxygen (T) - at constant T, P and 

melt FeO, will also increase the SCSS of a melt. The alkali elements Na and K form 

network modifying cations of particular interest as they are known to affect several 

physical and chemical properties of melts. For example, alkali cations decrease the 

viscosity of melts by reducing the degree of melt polymerization (e.g. Isard, 1969; Day, 

1976) and increase the NBO/T of a melt (Isard, 1969; Mysen et al., 1985) thereby 

increasing the solubility of S2- through reaction [3.1]. The Fe3+/Fe2+ transition is also 

known to occur at lower fO2 in alkali-rich compositions (e.g. Paul and Douglas, 1965; 

Gwinn and Hess, 1989; Cicconi et al., 2015). Small changes in Fe3+/Fe2+ greatly affect the

S6+/S2- of a melt (Jenner et al., 2010) due to the stoichiometry of the equilibrium between 

Fe2+ – Fe3+ and S2- – S6+ redox couples in the melt:

SO4
2- + 8Fe2+O ↔ S2- + 8Fe3+O1.5 [3.3]

Because S6+ is up to 100 times more soluble in a melt than S2- (e.g. Carroll and 

Rutherford, 1985, 1987; Jugo et al., 2005b), the higher Fe3+/Fe2+ of an alkaline melt will 

increase SCSS by increasing S6+/S2-.

Alkali-rich magma series are found in all tectonic settings (e.g. Gupta, 2015). Although

these rocks are a minor constituent of volcanic arcs, they are uniquely associated with 

porphyry Cu deposits of economic interest (e.g. Müller and Groves, 1993; Mcinnes and 
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Cameron, 1994; Lang et al., 1995; Sillitoe, 2010; Logan and Mihalynuk, 2014), 

suggesting a link between alkalinity and the SCSS or transport of S and chalcophile 

elements. A compilation of volcanic rocks (n > 42,000; Sarbas and Nohl, 2008) from arcs

worldwide reveals extensive variation in total alkali concentration (1.5 – 10 wt.%) in 

basaltic andesites to basaltic trachyandesites (Figure 3.1a) varying from the low-K to 

shoshonite series (Figure 3.1b). There are striking positive correlations of S and alkalinity

in arc melt inclusions (Ducea et al., 1994), with up to 0.3 wt.% S in the oxidized alkalic 

melt inclusions of the Roman Province (Metrich and Clocchiatti, 1996). Scaillet and 

Macdonald (2006) showed a strong positive correlation of SCSS with alkalinity in 

hydrous rhyolite melts, however no work has yet tested the effect in less evolved 

magmas.

The objective of the present study is to systematically study the effect of alkali 

concentration in basaltic andesite compositions, ultimately to assess the potential role of 

alkali-rich magmas in transporting S in the arc setting. Because SiO2 is the chief network 

former in natural magmas and is known to strongly impact SCSS, I restricted my study to

compositions with ~51 wt.% SiO2 where there is a relative paucity of experimentation on 

SCSS at high alkali concentration (Figure 3.1). Similarly, I restrict my study to starting 

materials with intermediate FeOtot (6 – 8 wt.% ), near the minimum in the U-shaped 

dependence of SCSS on FeO (O’Neill and Mavrogenes, 2002).

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Starting materials

I synthesized ~10 g each of five basaltic andesite (~51 wt.% SiO2; 6 – 8 wt.% FeOtot) 

starting materials with varying total alkali concentration (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1). The
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Figure 3.1: a) Total Alkali-Silica diagram (LeMaitre, 2002) and b) Potassium 

classification diagram (LeBas et al., 1986) showing the starting materials from the present

study and the distribution of SCSS experiments from the literature that I used in this 

study (see text for details) in the context of arc lavas from around the world. Arc data 

from GEOROC (http://georoc.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/; Sarbas and Nohl, 2008).
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Table 3.1: Starting material compositions



 concentration of Na2O and K2O in the starting materials varies from 1.5 – 3.6 wt.% 

and 0 – 6.2 wt.%, respectively, to capture the range of alkali concentrations in natural arc 

basaltic andesites (Figure 3.1). Other major element concentrations in my starting 

materials are similarly within the range of natural arc volcanic rocks containing ~51 wt.%

SiO2 (Table 3.1). To synthesize each starting material, reagent grade oxides (SiO2, TiO2, 

Al2O3, Fe2O3 and MgO) and carbonates (CaCO3, Na2CO3 and K2CO3) were weighed out, 

mixed by shaking for 15 minutes, loaded into platinum crucibles, decarbonated and then 

fused at 1400ºC for 12 hours, quenched to a glass, extracted and ground to a powder. The

glass powder was then fused for a further 12 hours and re-ground to ensure complete 

vitrification and homogeneity. Sodium may be volatile at 1400ºC but there appears to 

have been little loss of Na during these fusion steps as shown by my EPMA results 

(Section 3.3.3, Table 3.3). Water and S concentrations of 3.5 and 1 wt.%, respectively, 

were added by weighing in Al(OH)3 and FeSO4 to the glass powder, which also added Al 

and Fe to obtain the intended composition, with further grinding for 5 minutes under 

ethanol in an agate mortar and pestle. In addition to ensuring complete homogenization of

the starting materal, addid S as FeSO4 instead of sulfide ensured that any sulfide observed

in the experiments were not simply unreacted sulfide from the starting material. The 

powders were then stored at 80ºC before use. For three experiments (marked in Table 

3.2), I decreased the H2O content in the starting material by heating for 2 hours at 400ºC 

to convert gibbsite (Al(OH)3 – 35 wt.% H2O) to boehmite (AlOOH – 15 wt.% H2O) prior 

to loading into capsules (Zhu et al., 2010).
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Table 3.2: Starting materials and experiment durations used in 

experiments.
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Table 3.3: Composition of glasses, major 

elements in wt.%, S in ppm



3.3.2 Experimental procedure

Because S is highly reactive, the choice of capsule material is critical. The conditions of 

the experiments (1 GPa, 1270ºC) precluded the use of Au (Akella and Kennedy, 1971). 

Platinum is unsatisfactory due to severe Fe loss from the silicate melt to the capsule 

material, thus changing the melt composition and affecting SCSS. I found that Au75Pd25 

capsules failed in experiments that ran longer than four hours due to the formation of PdS

alloy, which melts at 600ºC thereby rupturing the capsule. I therefore used graphite 

capsules with a ~2 mm inner diameter, loaded with starting material and sealed with 

snugly fitting graphite lids. The graphite capsules were placed into ~6 mm long Pt 

capsules (3 mm outer diameter) which were sealed by welding.

Sealed Pt capsules were held in the centre of a 30 mm long graphite furnace on MgO 

spacers. The junction of a WRe5-WRe26 (‘Type C’) thermocouple was positioned on a 

MgO disc ~0.5 mm above the Pt capsule, with the thermocouple otherwise protected by 

four-bore tubing made of high purity alumina. The capsule and graphite heater were 

placed within a 12.7 mm (outer diameter) BaCO3 pressure assembly, wrapped in thin Pb 

foil to reduce friction with the pressure vessel. Experiments were performed at 1270ºC 

and 1 GPa in an end-loaded piston cylinder apparatus with temperature controlled by a 

programmable Eurotherm PID controller which maintained experiment temperature to 

within 2ºC. Pressure was manually controlled to within 0.02 GPa over the duration of 

each experiment. Friction correction on the BaCO3 cells was determined to be less than 

2% based on the melting point of Au at 1 GPa (Akella and Kennedy, 1971). A small 150 

µm thick Pt wire was placed with the starting materials in two experiments (P479 and 

P480) to estimate the fO2 using the solubility of Fe in Pt (Médard et al., 2008).
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For each experiment, the sample was pressurized to 0.5 GPa at ambient temperature 

and left for one hour. Temperature was then raised to 600ºC at 40ºC/min and held for 6 

minutes at 0.5 GPa, after which the temperature was raised to 1270ºC at 120ºC/min. 

Pressure was gradually increased during the second temperature ramp, reaching 1 GPa 

less than one minute after reaching temperature. Experiments were ended by shutting off 

power to the furnace, quenching the melt at an initial rate of ~2500ºC/minute and coming

to room temperature in approximately 90 seconds. Capsules were extracted from the 

pressure assembly, mounted in 2.5 cm epoxy mounts and polished to expose the capsule 

and the glass with sulfide droplets in longitudinal section (Figure A-2).

3.3.3 Electron Probe Micro-Analysis (EPMA)

Chemical compositions of the experimental products were determined by EPMA at the 

University of British Columbia (UBC; Cameca SX-50) and the University of Alberta 

(UA; Cameca SX-100). At UBC, major elements in glass were analyzed using a beam 

diameter of 10 µm, beam current of 20 nA, accelerating voltage of 15 kV, with peak and 

background count times of 20 and 10 seconds, respectively. The S concentration in glass 

was determined using the same conditions but using 100 nA beam current with peak and 

background counting times of 240 and 120 seconds, respectively. The following 

standards were used: albite, Na (measured first); spinel, Al; diopside, Mg, Ca and Si; 

orthoclase, K; rutile, Ti; synthetic fayalite, Fe; pyrite, S. On the UA instrument, major 

elements in glass were analyzed using a beam diameter of 10 µm, beam current of 70 nA,

accelerating voltage of 15 kV, with peak and background count times of 30 seconds (120 

seconds for S). The UA instrument used the following standards: albite, Na; labradorite, 

Al; diopside, Mg, Ca and Si; sanidine, K; rutile, Ti; marcasite, Fe and S. For each 
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instrument, 10 – 15 points were selected on each glass, away from sulfide droplets. 

Sulfide droplets were not analyzed as they were often too small, or those that were large 

enough to analyze tended to polish poorly, resulting in rough surfaces and craters that 

prevented quality analysis. To ensure internal consistency, three glasses were analyzed 

with both the UBC and UA instruments. These duplicate analyses (listed in Table 3.3) are

within error of each other for major elements and S, except for P478, where there is a 

~7% discrepancy between the UA and UBC analyses which I consider to be minor. 

Multiple analyses of the VG-2 Juan de Fuca MORB glass standard (Smithsonian 

microbeam standard NMNH 111240-52) over several sessions gives an average of 1521 

± 82 ppm, within the range of recommended values for this material (1397 ± 172 ppm; 

Table 3.3), demonstrating the accuracy of the S analyses. Platinum wires were analyzed 

in experiments P479 and P480 at UBC using a beam diameter of 5 µm, a beam current of 

100 nA, accelerating voltage of 15 kV with peak count times of 60 seconds for Fe and 30 

seconds for Pt, with background count time of half the peak count time for these 

elements. The following standards were used for the metal analyses: pyrite, Fe; elemental

metal, Pt.

3.3.4 Estimating the effect of alkali loss during EPMA

Exposure to a high current, small diameter electron beam during EPMA of hydrous 

silica-rich glasses (Morgan and London, 1996, 2005) can lead to significant under-

reporting of the alkali elements, particularly Na, due to their migration away from the 

beam. This phenomenon results in artificially low alkali concentration and 

correspondingly low analytical totals and it is important to assess the extent to which my 

analyses are affected by alkali migration during beam exposure. Time dependent intensity
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(TDI) corrections for Na, K, Si, Al and S were carried out for analyses done at UA using 

the Probe for EPMA Xtreme Edition software (Table A-1). TDI corrected concentrations 

of these elements are within error of the uncorrected values for all experiments except for

Na2O in P476 where the TDI corrected concentration is outside error of the uncorrected 

value. The difference between the TDI corrected and uncorrected Na2O concentration of 

P476 is ~7% and is considered minor (Morgan and London 2005). Although TDI 

correction was not carried out at the UBC lab, the good agreement in analytical results 

from glasses analyzed at UA and UBC indicates that alkali loss is also not significant in 

the UBC analyses. In the discussion that follows, I use only the uncorrected alkali 

concentrations from the UA and UBC instruments.

3.3.5 H2O measurement by Raman spectroscopy
Water content in experimental glasses may be estimated in a few different ways. 

Although H2O content cannot be directly measured by EPMA, the difference of the sum 

of analyzed elements from 100 may be taken an indirect measure of the H2O content of a 

glass. This ‘by difference’ method, however, is prone to errors associated with alkali loss 

during beam exposure, particularly for glasses with > 70 wt.% SiO2 (Morgan and 

London, 1996, 2005). As discussed above, applying TDI corrections to my analyses 

shows little to no difference from uncorrected results for my glasses indicating that the 

analyses are not affected by alkali loss. Nevertheless, the ‘by difference’ method is still 

not ideal as it is only an indirect measure of H2O.

Micro-FTIR spectroscopy is a direct means of measuring H2O in glass but is sensitive 

to the presence of opaque phases, such as the sulfide droplets in my experiments. A 

recently developed means of directly measuring H2O in glasses relates the area of the OH
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stretching band at ~3550 cm-1 (Aw) in the Raman spectra to the glass H2O content 

(Behrens et al., 2006). Le Losq et al. (2012) show that normalizing Aw to the area of the 

Raman peaks relating to the glass silicate structure, from 100 – 1200 cm-1 (As), obviates 

compositionally dependent modification of the OH stretching band, thereby negating the 

need for compositionally matched calibration standards (e.g. Behrens et al., 2006). The 

relationship between Aw/As and glass H2O concentration demonstrated by Le Losq et al. 

(2012) is highly linear (to within 0.2 wt.%, 2σ). This method of H2O measurement, 

calibrated for instrument differences (e.g. spectrometer CCD, grating etc.), was used by 

Fortin et al. (2015) in determining the H2O concentration of glasses in their SCSS 

experiments.

I obtained Raman spectra of the glasses using a Renishaw inVia confocal Raman 

microscope at the University of Victoria using a 532 nm laser, 1200 line/mm grating and 

its 50x objective lens. At the start of each analytical session the spectrometer was 

calibrated on the ~520 cm-1 peak of a Si wafer. The position of the atmospheric N2 Raman

peak at ~2330 cm-1 served as another indicator of spectrometer calibration over the course

of each analytical session. Spectra were obtained from 100 to 4000 cm-1 with an 

acquisition time of 60 seconds. The laser was focused on the sample surface and set to 

10% power to avoid damaging the glasses. Three acquisitions were accumulated for each 

glass to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in the resulting spectrum. The raw Raman 

spectra were corrected for temperature and frequency-dependent scattering as per Long 

(1977) and to improve baseline correction prior to peak fitting (Behrens et al., 2006; Le 

Losq et al., 2012). A linear baseline from ~3000 cm-1 to ~3800 cm-1 was subtracted from 

the spectra and four Gaussian peaks were fit to the OH band at ~3550 cm-1 for each glass.
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In 100 – 1200 cm-1 region, the baseline subtracted was defined as a cubic spline anchored 

on the spectrum at ~200 cm-1, ~640 cm-1, ~800 cm-1 and ~1220 cm-1 as per Le Losq et al. 

(2012), and Gaussian peaks were fit to the resulting baseline-corrected spectra (Figure A-

3). Baseline subtraction, peak fitting and area calculation were done using fityk (version 

1.3.1). Because I did not have a range of glasses with independently known H2O content 

with which to calibrate the slope of the Aw/As vs. H2O relationship for the instrument I 

used, I initially applied the Le Losq et al. (2012) calibration. Measured in this way, the 

H2O content of a MORB glass with known H2O content (ALV1833-1, 2.14 wt.% H2O 

determined using FTIR by Stolper and Newman, 1994) is 3.6 ± 0.2 wt.% H2O. This 

overestimate of 59% relative to the known H2O content of ALV1833-1 is unsurprising as 

the Le Losq et al. (2012) calibration is specific to the Raman instrument those authors 

used. I therefore corrected H2O concentrations obtained from the Le Losq et al. (2012) 

calibration by a factor of 0.59 and tested the accuracy of this correction by measuring an 

andesite glass with H2O content known by FTIR (Run 84, 3.80 ± 0.32 wt.% H2O 

Mandeville et al., 2002,). The corrected analysis of the Run 84 glass is 4.59 ± 0.62 wt% 

H2O, within error of the FTIR H2O concentration, indicating that this correction method 

is appropriate. Because the Aw/As relationship with H2O content is independent of bulk 

composition (Le Losq et al., 2012), the use of a MORB glass to determine the correction 

factor of the Le Losq et al. (2012) method for the instrument I used does not pose a 

problem for the varying alkali content of basaltic andesite glasses that I measure in this 

study. 

The H2O concentrations for the glasses in this study are listed in Table 3.3. Glass in 

experiment P470 was measured in multiple sessions, giving an average Aw/As of 5.7 ± 
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0.6, and H2O concentration of 2.43 ± 0.32 wt.% as an indicator of precision. The H2O 

concentrations determined by Raman spectroscopy are within 0.5 wt.% of the ‘by 

difference’ method (Figure 3.2). I was unable to analyze the glasses in experiments P479 

and P480 due to excessive fluorescence. Although I recognize that it is not ideal, in the 

absence of any other means of determining H2O concentration in P479 and P480, I use 

the ‘by difference’ method for those glasses.

3.4 Results
Experiments in graphite capsules consisted of glass, and 0.5 – 10 µm spherical sulfide 

droplets (Figure A-2). No bubbles are observed. Some experiments with RD0K starting 

material show a few pyroxene crystals (< 1 % by mode) in addition to glass and sulfide 

droplets (Table 3.2).

Experiments on the RD6K starting material run for 1 and 4 hours (P466 and P474, 

respectively) have similar S contents within error (Table 3.3), implying that 1 hour is 

sufficient time for complete diffusion of S within the melt. The majority of sulfide-

saturated experiments in the present study were run for four hours (Table 3.2). The 

increased experiment duration tended to produce larger sulfide melt droplets, making it 

easier to analyze the glasses as they had larger sulfide-free portions. Sulfur concentration 

shows low 2σ variability in all glasses, < 10% and < 13% at high and low S 

concentrations respectively (Table 3.3), indicating homogeneity throughout the melt over 

the duration of the experiments.

The fO2 of two experiments in graphite capsules (P479, P480) was estimated using the 

solubility of Fe in Pt wire loops loaded in the charges (Médard et al., 2008). I measured 

the Fe content of the Pt wire along three lines from the centre of the wire to ~3 – 5 µm 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of H2O measured directly by Raman 

spectroscopy and indirectly by EPMA (by difference method).

Error bars are 2σ.



from the edge, using five to six spots per line (Table A-2). In each profile the 

concentration of Fe in the Pt wire varies from near zero at the centre to ~9 – 10 wt.% near

the edge, indicating that the wire is not completely homogenized in these experiments. I 

used the maximum Fe contents measured at the wire edge to estimate the fO2 using the 

oxybarometer of Médard et al. (2008). For P480, the highest Fe concentration at the rim 

of the Pt wire (9.6 wt.%), corresponds to log fO2 = -8.7 (i.e. ΔFMQ = -1.9). For P479, the 

Fe concentration in the Pt wire (8.7 wt% Fe) corresponds to log fO2 = -8.1 (i.e. ΔFMQ = 

-1.3). Both of these results are within analytical uncertainty (~0.5 log units) of the CCO 

buffer (log fO2 = -8.7; ΔFMQ = -1.9), the expected maximum fO2 in graphite capsules 

(Médard et al., 2008). In the calculations that follow I assume that fO2 of the experiments 

is equal to the CCO buffer at 1 GPa and 1270°C (i.e. log fO2 = -8.7).

Most glasses show FeOtot concentrations of 4 – 6 wt.%, which is ~1.8 wt.% less FeOtot 

compared to the starting materials. I attribute this Fe loss to the formation of sulfide in 

the experiments. Two glasses (P479 and P480, marked in Figures 3.3, 3.4) have ~2 wt.% 

FeOtot, reflecting a loss of up to 4.5 – 5 wt.% FeOtot relative to their starting materials. 

This level of Fe loss from the melt is due to the dissolution of Fe into the Pt wire placed 

in these charges to monitor fO2 as well as Fe partitioned into sulfide.

The major element composition of the glasses varies chiefly in the concentration of 

Al2O3, Na2O and K2O (Table 3.3). The SCSS of the glasses increases with Na2O, K2O and

alkali/alumina ratio, and peaks at ~1500 ppm at K2O = 4.4 wt.% (Figure 3.3). The low 

FeOtot melts in P479 and P480 produce intermediate SCSS contents, on a trend from the 

lowest SCSS at low alkalinity (0% K2O, 1.6% Na2O) to high SCSS at 4.3 wt.% K2O and 

3.1 wt.% Na2O.
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Figure 3.3: Bivariate diagrams showing S concentration in sulfide saturated glasses plotted 

against the concentration of a) Al2O3; b) Na2O; c) K2O; d) molar (Na + K)/Al. Error bars are 

2σ. Experiments that contained Pt wire are marked with a small black square (see text for 

details).
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Figure 3.4: The variation of SCSS with H2O in my experiments, showing 

that there is little difference between H2O contents of my experiments, 

except when starting materials are partially dehydrated prior to capsule 

loading. Error bars are 2σ. The fully hydrous experiment P468 has low 

H2O likely due to H2O loss while welding the Pt capsules. Experiments 

that contained Pt wire are marked with a small black square (see text for 

details).



The concentration of H2O in glasses from experiments for which starting materials were 

fully hydrated are similar within error (2.4 – 3.1 wt.%; Figure 3.4), except for P468 

which shows 1.2 wt.% H2O. Experiments for which the starting materials were partially 

dehydrated all have H2O concentrations of ~1.3 wt.%. Experiments with different fully 

hydrous starting materials (P474, P466, P476, P470) show higher SCSS (by hundreds of 

ppm) than their partially dehydrated counterparts (P472, P478, P471) despite otherwise 

similar major element composition (Table 3.3). Experiment P468, which was not 

dehydrated, shows similar H2O content as those glasses whose starting materials were 

partially dehydrated. A possible reason for this is that the experimental charge lost water 

during welding of the Pt capsule.

3.5. Discussion

3.5.1 Effect of alkalis and H2O on SCSS

Of the fully hydrous experiments, P470 (RD0K starting material, ~1.7 wt.% total 

alkalis) shows the lowest S concentration, 705 ppm, whereas experiments P466 and P474

(RD6K, ~8.7 wt.% total alkalis) contain ~1200 ppm S and P476 (RD4K, ~7.4 wt.% total 

alkalis) contains ~1500 ppm S. The major element chemistry of P470, P466, P474 and 

P476 are similar, except for TiO2 which is ~0.5 wt.% higher in P466, P474 and P476 

(Table 3.3). Mysen et al. (1982) note that increasing TiO2 decreases the NBO/T of a melt,

and should decrease the SCSS by limiting the NBO that S can replace via reaction [3.1]. 

Thus, in the experiments using the RD0K, RD4K and RD6K starting materials, I can 

attribute increasing SCSS to increasing alkalinity, despite any deleterious effect of 

slightly higher TiO2 in the high alkalinity experiments. An increase in SCSS with high 

alkali concentration is also observed in the glasses from lower H2O starting materials 
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(Figures 3.3, 3.4). I observe that SCSS is higher by ~10% at low total alkali content, 

increasing to ~50% at high total alkali content (Figure 3.3b-d) in experiments using fully 

hydrated starting materials compared to those using lower H2O in the same starting 

material.

In detail, my data shows that a maximum SCSS is observed at moderate alkalinity. 

Experiment P476 (7.4 wt.% total alkalis) shows 200 – 300 ppm more S than the highest 

alkalinity experiments P466 and P474 (~8.5 wt.% total alkalis). Experiment P478 (7.3 wt.

% total alkalis) shows 180 ppm more S than P472 (8.9 wt.% total alkalis). There is a up 

to 1 wt.% increase in FeO content in the RD4K experiments compared to those in RD6K 

and, although SCSS is strongly affected by FeOtot (Mavrogenes and O’Neill, 2002; 

Wykes et al., 2015), the range of FeOtot in the experiments discussed above (4.1 – 5.1 wt.

% FeOtot) lies in the relatively flat bottom of the U-shaped SCSS vs. FeO relationship. 

Thus, the observed change in FeOtot is not expected to greatly impact SCSS. My 

observation that the highest alkalinity experiments have lower SCSS than moderate 

alkalinity ones implies that there exists a limit to the increase in SCSS solely as a 

function of alkalinity. That this limit also appears in the experiments using starting 

materials with differing H2O contents increases my confidence that this apparent limit a 

real feature and not the result of a single aberrant experiment.

The alkalis are known to shift the Fe3+/Fe2+ of melts at a given fO2 (Paul and Douglas, 

1965; Gwinn and Hess, 1989; Cicconi et al., 2015). At first glance, an increase in 

Fe3+/Fe2+ by alkali addition may decrease the amount of S dissolved in a melt by Fe-S 

complexation which favours Fe2+. This possibility is negated, however, by the 

stoichiometry of the reaction between the Fe and S redox couples in the melt (reaction 
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[3.3] above; Jenner et al., 2010) indicating that increasing Fe3+/Fe2+ will strongly increase

the S6+/S2- of a melt and, as S6+ is more soluble in melts (e.g. Jugo et al., 2005b), will 

increase the S concentration of a melt. Thus increasing Fe3+/Fe2 with alkalinity will 

increase SCSS. It is possible that such a limit with increasing alkalinity may be imposed 

by changes in the melt environment of S. Such hypotheses can potentially be tested by 

detailed examination of the wavenumber regions where S bonds are observed in Raman 

spectra (200 -1200 cm-1 and ~2600 cm-1; Klimm et al. 2012). The results of the Raman 

spectra I obtained to determine H2O content (Section 3.3.5, Figure A-3) are not detailed 

enough in these wavenumber regions to distinguish peaks due to S bonding. At present I 

am unable to determine the reason for the limit to increasing SCSS with increasing 

alkalinity that I observe.

Experiments P479 and P480 used moderate alkalinity starting materials (RD3K and 

RD1K, respectively) and the glasses have ~2 wt.% FeOtot , having lost some Fe to the Pt 

wire loops placed in them to monitor fO2. Iron is known to exert a strong control on SCSS

at FeOtot contents below 1 – 2 wt.% (O’Neill and Mavrogenes, 2002; Wykes et al., 2015),

thus I have avoided using experiments P479 and P480 in describing the SCSS-alkalinity 

relationships above. However, the SCSS recorded by P479 and P480 increases in a linear 

manner between experiments using starting materials with lower and higher alkalinity. If 

the SCSS of P479 and P480 had been increased due to their lower FeOtot, I would expect 

these two experiments to show much higher SCSS due to the very steep increase of SCSS

with decreasing FeOtot (Wykes et al., 2015). Thus, I postulate the increases in SCSS in 

experiments P479 and P480 are due to their higher alkalinity and not due to their lower 

FeOtot.
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3.5.2 SCSS models and alkalinity

Modelling SCSS as a function of temperature, pressure and melt composition has been 

a goal of many studies. Mavrogenes and O’Neill (1999) used regression analysis to find 

coefficients for terms of an empirical SCSS model equation rooted in the 

thermodynamics of S2- dissolution in silicate melts. Although those authors recognized 

the importance of melt composition on SCSS, their work in a restricted compositional 

space necessitated only the consideration of P and T. O’Neill and Mavrogenes (2002) 

conducted a large number of experiments at 1400°C and 1 bar to determine the effect of 

composition on SCSS in the CMAS ± Fe ± Ti system. Significantly, O’Neill and 

Mavrogenes (2002) found that SCSS has an asymmetric U-shaped relationship of melt 

FeO content with SCSS increasing at FeOtot < 1 – 2 wt.% and > 7 – 8 wt.%. Holzheid and

Grove (2002) noted that the degree of melt polymerization strongly controlled the SCSS 

and used a compositional parameter, the NBO/T ratio, to account for this in their model, 

based on data from anhydrous experiments. Scaillet and Pichavant (2005) presented a 

model for melt S content, that included a term for H2O and six terms to account for T, P, 

fS2, fO2 and a single compositional term, which itself embodies 10 oxide species terms. 

Liu et al. (2007) used a model of the form presented by Mavrogenes and O’Neill (1999), 

but using MFM to parameterize the melt composition. The MFM compositional 

parameter is a Fe3+- and Fe2+-bearing modification (Liu et al., 2007) of the FM parameter 

used to predict rutile saturation (Ryerson and Watson, 1987). The FM paramter is itself a 

Fe- and Mg-bearing modification of the M paramter originally developed to predict 

zircon saturation (Watson and Harrison, 1983). The MFM parameter is closely related to 

NBO/T and calculated as:
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MFM =
Na+K+2(Ca+Mg +Fe2+

)

Si( Al+Fe3+
)

 [3.4]

using the mole fractions of each element per 100 g and calculating Fe2+ and Fe3+ by the 

method of Kress and Carmichael (1991). The negative dependence of SCSS on melt FeO 

content was included in the empirical model Li and Ripley (2005) developed for 

anhydrous compositions, although those authors removed this term in an updated model 

(Li and Ripley, 2009) that also accounted for H2O.

The effect of H2O on SCSS was explicitly tested and parameterized by Fortin et al. 

(2015) who present two empirical SCSS models that account for H2O: one, an update of 

the Liu et al. (2007) MFM model, and a second model based on linear regression of 

oxides species present in the melt. Finally, Ariskin et al. (2013) found that Ni has a 

strong impact on the SCSS of a melt and developed an empirical relationship to account 

for this predicated on the existence of (Fe,Ni)S species in the melt. The empirical models 

developed by Fortin et al. (2015) include experiments with variable Ni in the melt and 

they found that their oxide species model predicted SCSS in these Ni-bearing melts to 

within 5%, thus avoiding the need to separately parameterize the Fe-Ni-S solution 

mechanism that Ariskin et al. (2013) advocated. In the following discussion, I refer to the

models of Liu et al. (2007), Li and Ripley (2009) and Fortin et al. (2015) as these are 

recent SCSS models and are based on, and their predictions compare well against, larger 

and more comprehensive datasets than older models.

3.5.3 Previously published SCSS model results at varying alkalinity

In general, no single MFM model is consistently better than any other in predicting the 

SCSS of my experiments (Figure 3.5a). The Liu et al. (2007) model consistently deviates 

from the measured SCSS by 25% or more. The Fortin et al. (2015) MFM model best
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Figure 3.5: Percent difference between predicted and measured SCSS in 

my experiments plotted against molar (Na + K)/Al for a) MFM 

parameterized models (Liu et al., 2007; Model A from Fortin et al., 2015) 

and b) oxide species models (Li and Ripley, 2009; Model B from Fortin et 

al., 2015). Also shown are the results of the updated models using data 

from the present study as black triangles. Experiments using partially 

dehydrated starting materials are indicated with a ‘+’ in the symbol. The 

light grey and dark grey regions are 25% and 10% error envelopes, 

respectively. 



predicts the SCSS in melts with high alkali concentration, deviating by ~10% from the 

measured SCSS though one experiment, P478 using dehydrated starting material, 

deviates by ~25%. The Fortin et al. (2015) MFM model deviates by +10 – -40% at 

moderate alkalinity and by up to 90% at low alkalinity. Comparing the oxide species 

models that I consider, the Fortin et al. (2015) model is more successful at predicting the 

SCSS of my experiments, deviating by 25 – 60% at low alkalinity to ~-40% at high 

alkalinity (Figure 3.5b). The Li and Ripley (2009) model performs best for low alkalinity 

glasses, underestimating SCSS by 15 – 25%, however this model underestimates the 

observed SCSS by 50 – 70% in higher alkalinity experiments.

Part of the reason these models inconsistently predict the effects of alkalinity on SCSS 

is due to the underlying data sets on which the models are calibrated. As discussed above,

the effect of alkalis on SCSS has not been systematically studied, resulting in sparse 

coverage of the high alkali compositional space relative to other compositions (Figure 

3.1), particularly for the basaltic andesite melts of this study. Although my experiments 

are on the outer limits of the compositional space of previous SCSS experiments, they are

within the realm of many natural magmas in arcs, particularly the high-K or shoshonite 

series (Figure 3.1b). Therefore, to increase the calibrated range of SCSS models, I have 

used my new experimental results to retrain the two models presented by Fortin et al. 

(2015) and present a model of my own in the following sections.

3.5.4 Updates to previously published models

As discussed above and by Fortin et al. (2015), H2O has a significant control on SCSS. 

I therefore use the dataset compiled by Fortin et al. (2015), containing only data from the 

literature where the H2O content of sulfide-bearing melts was directly measured, together 
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with the results that I present in this study. I used a dataset comprising the 13 analyses 

from this study, the 18 analyses from Fortin et al. (2015) and the 234 analyses compiled 

by those authors (Baker et al., 2001; Beermann et al., 2011; Brenan, 2008; Ding et al., 

2014; Haughton et al., 1974; Holzheid and Grove, 2002; Jugo et al., 2005a, Liu et al., 

2007; Mavrogenes and O’Neill, 1999; Moune et al., 2009; Peach and Mathez, 1993; 

Peach et al., 1994; Righter et al., 2009; Sattari et al., 2002). Although there are a great 

many other SCSS studies than those listed above, I have not included them in my 

database primarily because they did not measure H2O content directly or because they 

used very different bulk compositions (see Fortin et al. 2015 for details). This dataset was

randomly split into a training subset comprising 201 analyses, including SCSS data from 

the present study, and a verification subset of 64 analyses (a 3:1 split of the overall 

dataset).

I determined coefficients to the parameters of the MFM and oxide species models 

(Table 3.4) presented by Fortin et al. (2015), using linear regression and 10-fold cross-

validation, repeated 10 times, with the R package ‘caret’ (R Core Team, 2017; Kuhn, 

2017). The retrained MFM model is:

ln(SCSS ppm)=10.79−
5077

T
−310.9

P
T

+0.4173 ln MFM

+0.4044 ln X FeO+3.513 X H 2 O

[3.5]

with T in Kelvin, P in GPa, and Xi being the mole fraction of oxide i. The coefficients to 

equation [3.5] are within error of those presented by Fortin et al. (2015), but the updated 

MFM model provides a slightly better fit to the training dataset (R2 =0.827 for the 

updated model compared to 0.807 for the old model). The updated MFM model, 

however, performs more poorly on the randomly selected verification on the randomly
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Table 3.4: Comparison of MFM and oxide model parameter coefficients 

from Fortin et al. (2015) and as updated in the present study. All coefficients

are provided to maximum available precision to avoid rounding errors in 

implementation. Values in parentheses are 1σ error.



selected verification dataset (R2 = 0.779). 

The updated oxide species model is:

ln(SCSS ppm)=30.4−
5829

T
−331.2

P
T

−15.40 X H 2 O−21.28 X SiO2

−14.48 X TiO 2
−22.23 X Al 2O 3

−12.60 X FeO tot−17.97 X MgO

−15.38XCaO−16.93 X Na2 O−19.25 X K 2 O

[3.6]

with T, P and Xi as above. The coefficients to equation [3.6] are also within error of those

presented by Fortin et al. (2015), and the updated model and the original oxide species 

models reproduce their training datasets similarly well: R2 = 0.905 for the updated model 

compared to 0.918 for the original model. The updated model also performs well in 

predicting SCSS of the verification dataset (R2 = 0.931). The greatest difference between 

the oxide species model coefficients presented by Fortin et al. (2015) and mine is for 

K2O, though still within error.

The updated MFM model shows negligible improvement overall, with SCSS 

predictions that are consistently 10 – 15% lower than the Fortin et al. (2015), resulting in 

smaller differences between predicted and observed SCSS at low alkalinity, but slightly 

greater difference at high alkalinity (Figure 3.5a). The updated oxide species model is 

more obviously improved, giving SCSS predictions that are ~25% lower than observed 

SCSS at high alkalinity (Figure 3.5b). The updated oxide species model fares as well as 

the original Fortin et al. 2015 oxide model at low alkalinity overestimate the SCSS by 

upto ~50%.

3.5.5 Developing a new model

I chose to develop a new SCSS model based on the MFM model of Liu et al. (2007), 

updated by Fortin et al. (2015). Models relying on universal melt descriptors depend on 

the linearity of the relationship between observed SCSS and the chosen compositional 
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parameter. On that basis, Liu et al. (2007) chose the MFM paramener, which is 

effectively the ratio of network modifiers to network formers present in a melt and a high 

MFM implies a high NBO/T. In natural log space, MFM shows a linear relationship 

against observed SCSS for the experiments in the Fortin et al. (2015) compilation (Figure

3.6a) . I observe, however, that the experiments from my study show little separation in 

MFM values even though they vary from subalkaline low K to alkaline shoshonitic 

compositions. This lack of variation for such a large compositional shift is likely why the 

MFM model performance with changing alkalinity is not significantly changed between 

the updated MFM model I present above and that presented by Fortin et al. (2015).

In an effort to find a compositional parameter that better reflects the variation in 

alkalinity of my experiments, I have assessed the performance of optical basicity (Λ, 

lamda). Optical basicity is a universal melt descriptor used in material sciences to 

quantify the polymerization of slags and is essentially the weighted average of the 

negative charge borne by the cations in a melt (Mills, 1993). As per Mills (1993), Λ is 

calculated as:

Λ=
∑ X i ni Λth ,i

∑ X i n i

[3.7]

where Xi is the mole fraction of oxide i, n is the number of O associated with i, Λth, i is 

the theoretical Λ of i and the summation is over the different oxide species present in the 

melt. In the present work, I used values for Λth for the oxide species (Table A-3) from 

Mills (1993) and Duffy (1996). The mole fractions of Fe2O3 and FeO were calculated 

using the Kress and Carmichael (1991) algorithm. Similar to MFM, Λ also has a linear 

relationship with observed SCSS. However, because Λ accounts for the identity of the
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Figure 3.6: SCSS in experimental glasses from this and previous work (see text for 

references) plotted as a function of a) MFM and b) optical basicity, Λ, calculated using the

equation [3.7] with the optical basicity values given by Mills (1993) and Duffy (1996). The 

arrows point in the direction of increasing alkalinity of the glasses from the present study.



 cation via Λth, in addition to the relative abundance, the high alkalinity glasses from 

my study have higher Λ compared to low alkalinity glasses (Table 3.3, Figure 3.6b).

I used Λ in an empirical SCSS model with the same form as the MFM model of Fortin 

et al. (2015):

ln SCSS ppm=a+
b
T

+c
P
T

+d ln Λ+eX FeO+ fX H 2 O [3.8]

where T is temperature in Kelvin, P is pressure in GPa, Λ is optical basicity calculated as 

above (equation [3.7]), XFeO is the mole fraction of FeO calculated by the method of 

Kress and Carmichael (1991), and XH2O is the mole fraction of H2O. Fortin et al. (2015) 

used lnXFeOtot, however, I found that using XFeO gave an improved fit (see Section 3.5.6 

for the implications of this). I found the coefficients to equation [3.8] (referred to 

hereafter as the OB model for brevity) by multiple linear regression with the R package 

‘caret’ (R Core Team, 2017; Kuhn, 2017), using 10-fold cross-validation repeated 10 

times, applied to the same training and verification datasets as used above to update the 

Fortin et al. (2015) models to include my new data. The resulting OB model is:

ln SCSS ppm=16.34−
5784

T
−339.4

P
T

+10.85 ln Λ+3.750 X FeO+6.704 X H 2 O [3.9]

The values of the coefficients are given with their standard errors in Table 3.5 to the 

maximum available precision to avoid rounding errors in implementation.

The OB model fits the training and verification datasets with R2 values of 0.869 and 

0.891, respectively. The OB model predicts SCSS in the training and verification datasets

to within 5 – 10% of the measured value in natural log space (Figure 3.7a) for all but two 

cases at low SCSS. This is equivalent to differences between predicted and observed 

SCSS of -50 – 120% over the full range of observed SCSS (Figure 3.7b), though in most
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Table 3.5: OB model parameters
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Figure 3.7: a) Predicted SCSS plotted against measured SCSS using the OB 

model for the training and verification datasets. The solid line shows a 1:1 

relationship (0% error) and the dashed and dotted lines are 5% and 10% error 

envelopes respectively. b) The percent difference between modelled and 

measured SCSS in training and verification datasets plotted against measured 

SCSS.



cases SCSS is < 70% overestimated by the OB model. The range of difference between 

predictions and observations that I observe in the training and verification datasets is 

similar to that observed by Fortin et al. (2015) for their oxide species model.

Overall the OB model reduces the spread of predicted SCSS for all my experiments to 

within -10 – 60% of the observed SCSS, compared to -35% to 60% for the updated MFM

model (Figure 3.8) and -25 – 70% for the Fortin et al. (2015) MFM model (Figure 3.7a). 

In detail, the Fortin et al. (2015) MFM model performs better at high alkalinity, 

predicting SCSS to within -10 – 25%, compared to OB model predictions which deviate 

by 10 – 35% from the observed SCSS. In the lowest alkalinity glasses, the OB model 

fares better than either the Fortin et al. (2015) MFM model or my update to that model, 

with predictions ~20 – 30% closer to the actual SCSS than either of those models.

The difference between the observed and predicted SCSS is larger at the highest and 

lowest alkalinity for the OB model but is within 10% of the observed SCSS at moderate 

to high alkalinity (Figure 3.8). One reason for this may be gleaned from considering the 

range of compositions for which SCSS experiments have been carried out. Figure 3.1 

shows that the silica and alkalinity range of published SCSS experiments is quite small 

when considering experiments for which H2O concentrations have been directly 

measured. At low alkalinity, the majority of experiments are basaltic compared to the 

basaltic andesite compositions studied here and there is almost no previous work in the 

compositional region of my highest alkalinity experiments. Thus, my experiments at the 

extremes of alkalinity are on the edge of the compositional space in which my SCSS 

models have been calibrated and it is to be expected that the model performance will be 

degraded at these extremes (Figure 3.8). On the other hand, my experiments at moderate
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Figure 3.8: Percent difference between predicted and measured SCSS in my 

experiments plotted against molar (Na + K)/Al for the OB model from the 

present study. Also shown are the results of the updated MFM and oxide 

species models presented in this study. The light grey and dark grey regions 

are 25% and 10% error envelopes, respectively.



 to high alkalinity occupy a region of compositional space where the database of 

experiments shows the greatest co-variation of alkalis and SiO2 (Figure 3.1). The OB 

model accordingly performs well at moderate alkalinity, predicting SCSS to within 10% 

of the observed value (Figure 3.8).

3.5.6 SCSS models and low FeO systems

The work of O’Neill and Mavrogenes (2002) and Wykes et al. (2015) indicates the 

importance of FeO on SCSS, both at high concentration (> 8 wt.% FeOtot) and at low 

concentration (<1 – 2 wt.% FeOtot). The variation of SCSS with FeOtot describes an 

asymmetric U-shape with a very steep limb at low FeOtot
, due to a negative lnXFeO term in 

the thermodynamically derived relationship between SCSS, P, T and melt composition 

(O’Neill and Mavrogenes 2002). I have tried including this term in the OB model, with 

and without XFeO, and training the model using the dataset described above in addition to 

the results from O’Neill and Mavrogenes (2002). From these trials, I found that the fit of 

the model to the training and verification datasets were severely reduced (typical R2 

values of ~0.5) likely owing to the very different compositions studied by O’Neill and 

Mavrogenes (2002) compared to the large database of experiments used here. 

Additionally, inclusion of the > 200 O’Neill and Mavrogenes (2002) data skews the 

overall dataset to low pressure (100 kPa) and relatively high temperatures (1673 K), thus 

reducing the fit of data at higher pressures and lower temperatures. I therefore have not 

considered the negative lnXFeO term in the present work, although I recognize that the 

effect of low FeO is undoubtedly important in highly evolved granites and pegmatites, for

example.
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3.6 Conclusions
I have investigated effect of alkalis and H2O on the SCSS of basaltic andesite melts. 

The alkalis and H2O affect the degree of polymerization of a melt which strongly controls

the SCSS as noted by previous studies. My results show that SCSS increases in a melt 

with increasing alkalinity, showing an approximately two-fold increase in SCSS for melts

with high alkalinity (~1500 ppm S) compared to low alkalinity (~700 ppm S), when other

compositional parameters (i.e. SiO2, FeOtot, H2O) are unchanged. My work also shows an 

apparent peak in SCSS at total alkali content of ~7.5 wt.% although I have been unable to

determine the mechanism for such a limit. The results I have presented show that the 

ability of alkaline melts to carry S has been under-appreciated and this is particularly 

important in the geological S cycle given the increasing alkalkinty of arc magmas with 

maturity and thickness of arcs (e.g. Green, 1980).

Whereas the MFM and oxide species models of Fortin et al. (2015) overestimate SCSS

at low alkalinity by 40 – 70%, those authors’ MFM model performs well with ~10 – 25%

deviation from observed SCSS at high alkalinity. The Fortin et al. (2015) oxide species 

model underestimates SCSS by ~40% at high alkalinity. Part of the reason for this 

inconsistency in predicting SCSS with changing alkalinity is that the effect of SCSS on 

alkalinity in basaltic andesite melts has not been systematically tested previously. Thus, 

models trained on earlier datasets cannot fully capture the variation in SCSS with 

alkalinity. I recalibrated the SCSS models of Fortin et al. (2015) and find that the updated

models reduce the spread of over- and under-estimates of SCSS. I also present a new 

model that builds on the work of Fortin et al. (2015), but employs the theoretical optical 

basicity (Mills, 1993; Duffy, 1996) to take into account the different identities of network

modifiers and network formers and not just the mole fractions of each as previous 
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compositional parameters have done. Compared with earlier models and the updated ones

I present, the OB model reduces the spread of SCSS predictions with changing alkalinity 

and also provides a slightly better fit to the overall database of SCSS experiments for 

which H2O concentration is directly measured.
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Chapter 4.
The partitioning of chalcophile elements between sediment

melts and fluids at 3 GPa, 950 – 1050ºC and implications for slab
fluids in subduction zones

4.1 Abstract
It is generally agreed that the distinctive enrichment of large ion lithophile elements in 

arc lavas reflects the influence of fluids sourced from a subducting slab. There is also 

growing evidence for the importance of sediment melts in transferring trace elements into

the arc mantle. Of the trace elements enriched in arcs, the chalcophile elements are of 

particular interest due to their differing compatibility in sulfide and sulfate phases, the 

stability of which are themselves dependent on sediment redox. Many studies have 

shown that chalcophile elements are compatible in saline aqueous fluids at pressures 

relating to shallow levels of arcs (<10 km below the surface) but there is comparatively 

limited work on chalcophile element mobility in aqueous fluids at P-T conditions relevant

to sediment melting. In the present study, I performed piston cylinder experiments at 3 

GPa and 950 – 1050ºC on pelite melt compositions doped with S, V, Sc, Ce, Mo, As, Sb 

and Pb at reduced conditions where pyrrhotite (Po) is stable and at oxidized conditions 

where anhydrite (Anh) is stable. The trace element composition of quenched melts in my 

fluid-saturated experiments was analyzed and used to determine the fluid composition by 

mass balance. The concentration of lithophile elements V and Sc in melts and fluids are 

unaffected by redox, however Ce concentration is higher in melts and lower in fluids in 

reduced experiments compared to oxidized ones. Of the chalcophile elements, S is in 

higher concentration in the melts and fluids whereas Mo, As, Sb and Pb, are enriched in 

melt and depleted in fluid in oxidized experiments. The partition coefficients determined 

for these elements are the first reported at the conditions of subduction in reduced fO2 
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conditions where Po is present (at 1000ºC, Dfluid/melt Ce = 4 ± 0.3, Dfluid/melt Mo = 319 ± 43, 

Dfluid/melt As = 669 ± 134, Dfluid/melt Sb = 1437 ± 208, Dfluid/melt Pb = 73 ± 4) and in oxidized 

conditions where Anh is present (at 1000ºC, Dfluid/melt Ce = 150 ± 48, Dfluid/melt Mo = 3.7 ± 

1.9, Dfluid/melt As = 2.5 ± 1.7, Dfluid/melt Sb = 12 ± 5.1, Dfluid/melt Pb = 3.8 ± 1.8; all errors are 

1σ). My results are consistent with the notion that low Mo/Ce in lavas from the Lesser 

Antilles arc, occurred due to sulfide breakdown in subducted black shales, but with 

concomitant enrichment by sediment melts and not fluids. The Mo/Ce ratio may be a 

promising tool in other arcs to infer the role of fluid (or not) for chalcophile enrichment.

4.2 Introduction
It has long been recognized that the volcanic arcs formed at convergent tectonic 

margins show distinctive enrichment in large ion lithophile elements (e.g. K, Rb, Cs), 

chalcophile elements (e.g. Mo, Cu, As, S) and the light REE, and show depletion in high 

field strength elements (e.g. Nb, Ta, Zr) relative to basalts from mid-ocean ridges or 

ocean islands (e.g. Hawkesworth et al., 1991). The source of this geochemical ‘arc 

signature’, particularly regarding chalcophile element enrichment, is debated. One view 

holds paramount the importance of processes occurring in the over-riding plate like 

crustal contamination (e.g. Bezard et al., 2015) and magma or sulfide fractionation in the 

lower crust (e.g. Lee et al., 2012; Chiaradia, 2014). The other view is that the chalcophile

element enrichment observed in arc magmas reflects enrichment of the source mantle by 

components of the subducting slab (e.g. Noll et al., 1996; Mungall, 2002; Freymuth et 

al., 2015; Turner and Langmuir, 2015).

A potent source for the enrichment of the arc mantle is the sedimentary veneer of the 

subducting slab which is known to contain high concentrations some trace elements 
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(Plank and Langmuir, 1993; 1998) relative to MORB. The role of sediments has been 

clearly illustrated by Freymuth et al. (2016), showing that the heavy δ98/95Mo signature of 

lavas from the Lesser Antilles arc could only be related to black shales subducted beneath

this arc. In this view, the trace element enrichment characteristic of arcs may result from 

aqueous fluids, silicate melts or supercritical melts of subducted sediments. In this 

chapter I refer to ‘aqueous fluids’ and ‘silicate melts’ simply as ‘fluids’ and ‘melts’ for 

brevity. Although there is strong evidence for the importance of fluid transfer of these 

elements, including the chalcophile elements (e.g. Noll et al., 1996; Jégo and Dasgupta, 

2014; Freymuth et al., 2015), it is also possible that sediment melts may transfer these 

elements to the arc mantle wedge. Fluid-absent melting of pelitic sediment occurs at 870 

– 1050ºC at 3 GPa, though fluid-fluxing can reduce these temperatures by up to 200ºC 

(Mann and Schmidt, 2015). Thermal models predict a wide range of sub-arc temperatures

(400 – 900ºC; e.g. van Keken et al., 2002; England and Wilkins, 2004) and a growing 

amount of petrological evidence suggests these models may underestimate temperatures 

(Labanieh et al., 2012; Penniston-Dorland et al., 2015; Yogodzinski et al., 2017). 

Additionally, sediments may also melt by buoyantly rising from the subducting slab as 

diapirs (Marsh, 1979) thereby reaching hotter regions of the mantle wedge (e.g. Gerya et 

al., 2006; Behn et al., 2011; Marschall and Schumacher, 2012). The existence of 

supercritical melts in the sub-arc setting is presently debated with some studies locating 

the second critical end-point (SCEP), beyond which there is complete miscibility between

silicate melts and aqueous fluids, at 900ºC and 1.5 GPa (Bureau and Keppler, 1999) 

whereas others locate the SCEP at 900 – 1000ºC and > 5 GPa (e.g. Schmidt et al., 2004; 

Kessel et al., 2005a).
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A long history of geochemical and experimental studies have examined how slab-

derived fluid can transport lithophile trace elements to enrich or oxidize the sub-arc 

mantle (e.g. Green and Adam, 2003; Kessel et al., 2005b; Brounce et al., 2014). In 

contrast, although there are many studies on chalcophile element partitioning in aqueous 

fluids at crustal pressures (e.g. Keppler and Wyllie, 1991; Scaillet et al., 2006; Keppler, 

2010; Simon et al. 2007; Zajacz et al., 2008), there are far fewer investigations at 

conditions melt generation beneath arcs. Jégo and Dasgupta (2013, 2014) show Dfluid/melt 

for S up to at least 2000 in basaltic partial melts at sub-arc conditions (2 – 3 GPa, 800 – 

1050ºC). Bali et al. (2012) show that W and Mo are both highly fluid mobile at high P 

and that Mo mobility is enhanced by fluid salinity and increasing fO2. Chalcophile 

element enrichment has also been observed in oxidized sediment melts (Skora et al. 

2017; Canil and Fellows, 2017). It is also important to consider the effect of redox on 

chalcophile element fluid-melt partitioning as, in S-bearing melts, reduced conditions 

favouring sulfide stability dramatically lowers the chalcophile element concentration in 

the melt phase. In the present study, I seek to fill this knowledge gap by experimentally 

quantifying if fluids in equilibrium with sediment melts can carry chalcophile elements 

and how this varies with redox.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Starting materials

The starting materials used here, PM and CM3 (Table 4.1), are liquid compositions 

from melting experiments on Fe-rich (Ca/Fe = 0.62) and Ca-rich (Ca/Fe = 0.98) pelite at 

3 GPa 1050°C by Mann and Schmidt (2015) and Tsuno and Dasgupta (2011), 

respectively (Figure 4.1). I chose melt compositions of sediments based on previous
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Table 4.1: Starting materials compositions for this study and the 

sediment melts they are based on.
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Figure 4.1: Ternary diagram of molar Ca-Fe-(Na+K) showing the compositions of my 

starting materials in the context of starting materials used in previous sediment melting 

studies and the range of sediment melts generated in previous studies.



experimental work for my starting materials in order to maximize melt volumes in my 

experiments and enable easier in-situ microanalysis by LA-ICP-MS. Two different 

starting material compositions were examined to test the effect of bulk Ca/Fe on the 

position of the sulfide-sulfate transition in fO2 space (Canil and Fellows, 2017) or its 

possible effect on the fluid-melt partitioning of chalcophile trace elements.

For each starting material, reagent grade oxides (SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3 and MgO) 

and carbonates (CaCO3, Na2CO3 and K2CO3) were weighed out, shaken together and 

ground under ethanol. The mechanically mixed material was decarbonated overnight at 

900°C and fused at 1400°C for 12 hours in a Pt crucible before quenching to a glass in 

H2O. The glass was crushed, ground and fused a second time, then re-ground to a 

powder. Gibbsite, Al(OH)3, was then weighed into the glass powder as a source of H2O, 

followed be re-grinding and drying under a heat lamp. A total of 2 wt.% S was then 

added to the starting materials as ferro-sulfate monohydrate (FeSO4.H2O) and CaSO4. 

Following the addition of S as a combination of CaSO4 and FeSO4, starting materials PM 

and CM3 have a final Ca/Fe of 0.69 and 0.80, respectively. Approximately 7 g of each 

starting material was then doped with Sc, V, Ce, Mo, As, Sb, and Pb (Table 4.1), added 

as dilute ICP-MS standard solutions of HNO3, and the final mixture was dried under a 

heat lamp. Trace element concentrations in PM and CM3 were confirmed by solution 

ICP-MS (Table 4.1).

4.3.2 Experimental procedure

Experiments were carried out in a 12.7 mm end-loaded piston cylinder apparatus. 

Starting materials were packed into 2 mm outer diameter (o.d.) Au capsules together with

a small loop of 30 µm thick Pt wire and then welded shut. Two such capsules, each 
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containing different starting materials, were then placed into an outer Au capsule (3.5 

mm o.d.) packed with Al(OH)3 and, for reduced experiments, powdered graphite. The 

outer capsule was then also welded shut. The capsule was placed in the centre of a 30 mm

tall cylindrical graphite furnace using crushable MgO spacer blocks. The graphite furnace

was placed in a CsCl pressure cell, which was lined externally with Pb foil to reduce 

friction against the WC pressure vessel. The friction correction for the CsCl assembly is 

essentially nil (Canil, 1999).

Temperature was monitored by a WRe5-WRe26 (i.e. ‘Type C’) thermocouple and 

controlled by to within 2°C by a Eurotherm PID controller connected to the thermocouple

via an Omega ice-point. At the start of each experiment, pressure was held constant at 0.5

GPa and ambient temperature for 1 hour, followed by heating at 40°C/min to 600°C 

where P and T were held for 6 minutes. The temperature was then increased at the same 

rate while pressure was gradually increased such that the experiment reached the target 

temperature approximately 1 minute after reaching target pressure. Experiment 

conditions are given in Table 4.2. Pressure was controlled to within 0.02 GPa and each 

experiment was quenched (after 24 or 48 hours) by shutting off power to the furnace, 

reaching room temperature in < 15 seconds. Experimental products were sectioned with a

diamond saw, impregnated with epoxy under vacuum, mounted in a 2.5 cm epoxy puck 

and polished with successively finer sandpaper up to 1600 grit. To prevent the dissolution

of crystalline sulfate phases, the capsules were cut and polished without the aid of H2O. 

Although final polishing was done with a 6 and 0.25 μm diamond suspension, I did not 

observe any dissolution of crystalline sulfate phases due to the use of H2O-based 

suspensions in this step.
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Table 4.2: Experiment conditions and 

resulting phase proportions. All 

experiments carried out at 3 GPa.



4.3.3 Buffering and measuring fO2

Oxygen fugacity (fO2) is a main control on sulfide saturation in a given S-bearing 

system. Because Au capsules are permeable to H2, the fH2 from the dissociation of H2O in 

the outer capsule is imposed on the inner capsules. To ensure sulfide saturation, I loaded 

a small amount of graphite in the outer capsule of the experimental charges, to buffer the 

fH2 of the inner capsule at the CCO oxygen buffer (i.e. ΔFMQ = – 1.3 at 1000ºC and 3 

GPa). Except as noted below, experiments without graphite in the outer capsule saturated 

in sulfate and had high melt S commensurate with a high S6+/∑S indicating their fO2 is 

greater than at least FMQ + 2 at experimental conditions (Jugo et al. 2005a; 2005b; 

2010). I attempted to directly measure the fO2 of the experiments with the Fe-in-Pt 

oxybarometer (Médard et al., 2008) by placing a small Pt wire loop in the capsules, 

however this was unsuccessful as the Pt alloyed with the S to form PtS. Where garnet or 

clinopyroxene were observed and analyzed by EPMA, I calculated fO2 using the GAP and

CASP buffers of Canil and Fellows (2017; Table 4.3).

4.3.4 Electron Probe Micro-Analysis (EPMA)

Experiments were analyzed by EPMA at the University of British Columbia (Cameca 

SX-50). Major elements in glasses were analyzed using a 10 µm beam diameter, 15 kV 

accelerating voltage and 10 nA beam current, with peak and background count times of 

20 seconds and 10 seconds, respectively. Sulfur in glass was analyzed with the same 

conditions, except using a 100 nA beam current with peak and background count times of

240 seconds and 120 seconds, respectively. Glass analyses were calibrated against the 

following standards: albite, Na (analyzed first); spinel, Al; diopside, Mg, Ca and Si; 

orthoclase, K; rutile, Ti; synthetic fayalite, Fe; pyrite, S. Repeated analysis of Juan de
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Table 4.3: Phase compositions measured by EPMA (major elements, S) 

in wt.% and LA-ICP-MS (trace elements) in ppm.



Fuca MORB glass VG-2 (Smithsonian NMNH 111240-52) over several sessions gives an

average of 1521 ± 82 ppm (n = 18, Table 4.3) , within the range of values recommended 

for this glass standard (1397 ± 172 ppm). Garnet and pyroxene were analyzed using a 5 

µm beam (1 µm for very small crystals), 15 kV, 20 nA, counting for 20 seconds on the 

peak and 10 seconds on background. Pyroxene analyses were calibrated using albite, Na; 

kyanite, Al; diopside, Mg, Si, Ca; orthoclase, K; rutile, Ti; fayalite, Fe. Garnet analyses 

were calibrated using albite, Na; pyrope, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Fe; rutile, Ti. Sulfides were 

analyzed using a 2 µm beam, 20 kV and 20 nA, 20 seconds counting on the peak and 10 

seconds counting on the background. Analyses of Fe and S in sulfide were calibrated 

using pyrite.

4.3.5 Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS)

Trace elements (45Sc, 51V, 75As, 95Mo, 121Sb, 140Ce, 208Pb) in experimental glasses were 

determined by LA-ICP-MS at the University of Victoria, using a New Wave UP-213 

laser ablation system and a Thermo X-Series II (X7) quadrupole ICP-MS. The laser was 

run at 60% power, ~6.2 J/cm-2 fluence with a beam diameter of 40 μm. Background 

signal was collected for 30 seconds, then laser was pulsed for 30 seconds, with the peak 

signal decaying to background levels approximately 20 seconds after the laser was shut 

off. Background-subtracted analyses were internally standardized using Si as measured 

by EPMA and externally calibrated against NIST glasses 611, 613 and 615. No drift 

correction was required. Typical detection limits for Sc and As were ~1.3 ppm; V, 6.2 

ppm; Mo, Sb, Ce and Pb, 0.5 – 0.8 ppm. Multiple analyses of BCR2-g reproduce the 

concentration of these elements within the uncertainty of GEOREM preferred values 

(Table 4.3). Arsenic in BCR2g has no GEOREM preferred value, but the average of my 
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analyses (2.6 ± 1.2 ppm, n = 19) is within uncertainty of the reported range of previous 

analyses (0.7 – 2.5 ppm).

4.3.6 Phase modes and fluid composition

To obtain proportions of the phases present in the experiments, I used an iterative mass 

balance approach similar to that described by Jégo and Dasgupta (2014). I used 

anhydrous glass compositions, measured compositions for garnet and clinopyroxene 

where observed, ideal compositions for Fe-Ti oxide (ilmenite), quartz, kyanite, titanite, 

pyrrhotite (Po) and anhydrite (Anh) and a fluid consisting of initially pure H2O. Least-

squares mass balance was performed iteratively with a custom R script using the 

‘limSolve’ package (R Core Team, 2017; Soetaert et al., 2009). After each iteration, the 

sulfur content in the fluid was estimated as the difference between the bulk S contained in

the glass, Po and/or Anh and the amount of S in the starting material. The resulting fluid 

concentration was then used in the next iteration of the mass balance calculation and the 

process was repeated until the fluid S concentrations converged. Less than 90 iterations 

were required for the fluid S concentration to converge to within 0.1 wt.% in all 

experiments. Phase modes converged to within 10% relative in less than five iterations. 

The phase modes and uncertainties reported in Table 4.2 are the mean and standard 

deviation of 1000 Monte Carlo runs to account for the error in phase compositions. 

Relative uncertainty on the modes is < 2% (1σ) for glass and < 10% for all other phases.

Alkali migration during beam exposure has long been recognized as a significant 

problem in EPMA of silicic hydrous glasses (Morgan and London, 1996; 2005) such as 

the glasses in this study. To reduce uncertainty resulting from this phenomenon in the 

mass balanced phase modes, I excluded Na2O and K2O from the mass balance 
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calculations. However by keeping track of the bulk Na2O and K2O in crystalline phases 

during the mass balance procedure, I determined ‘corrected’ Na2O and K2O contents in 

the melt (Table 4.3), assuming that these elements are not fluid compatible. This 

calculation method provides the maximum possible concentration Na2O and K2O 

possible in the melt and gives analytical totals that are 0.6 – 1.3 wt.% higher than the 

values reported from EPMA (Table 4.3).

The trace element concentration of the fluid was calculated by mass balance using the 

calculated phase modes, measured concentrations in the glass and estimated trace element

compositions of the mineral phases present (see below). Determining the fluid 

compositions, thus Dfluid/melt values, by mass balance ideally requires complete knowledge 

of the trace element budget in a system. Trace element concentrations in glass were 

measured directly using LA-ICP-MS (Table 4.3) but those in the mineral phases were 

estimated from mineral-melt partition coefficients (Table 4.4) as the crystals were too 

small for analysis by LA-ICP-MS. The EPMA results for the sulfides in my experiments 

(Table 4.3) indicate that they are Po (Fe1-αS), but I cannot rule out ppm levels of Sb, As 

and Pb (Barton, 1971; Stimac and Hickmott, 1994). Arsenic and Pb are known to be 

present up to 40 ppm in Po (Stimac and Hickmott, 1994) and since Po makes up < 5 wt.%

in the experiments (Table 4.2), it will contains less than 3% of the trace element budget 

of As and Pb. I thus ignore the Po contribution to the As, Sb and Pb budget in the mass 

balance calculations. Quartz and kyanite were assumed to contain no trace elements. 

Given these assumptions, my estimates of Dfluid/melt are maxima. Where element 

concentrations are below analytical detection limits, P491a (As, Mo), P491b (As, Mo, 

Sb) and P494a (Mo; Table 4.3), I calculated the fluid composition and Dfluid/melt for these
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Table 4.4: Mineral-melt partition coefficients used for trace element mass balance



elements using their detection limit as a maximum estimate of their concentration in the 

melt, resulting in minimum fluid concentrations and Dfluid/melt estimates.

I implemented a Monte Carlo mass balance procedure in R (R Core Team, 2017), to 

calculate the fluid trace element composition from the phase compositions, phase modes 

and the bulk composition, taking into account the uncertainties on these three parameters.

The calculation procedure produced 30,000 estimates of fluid concentration for each trace

element in each experiment. I took the mean and standard deviation of these estimates as 

the fluid composition and the uncertainty, respectively (Table 4.5). In the case of Sc, its 

concentration in the melt was near that in the starting material and calculated fluid 

concentrations ranged to negative values, indicating that the melt phase (plus garnet and 

clinopyroxene, where observed) contained almost all of the Sc budget. Calculation of 

fluid compositions in the manner described above relies on the robustness of assumptions

made in the calculation, particularly the choice of mineral/melt partition coefficients 

(Dfluid/melt) to constrain the various minerals’ contribution to the trace element budget. As 

melt is by far the most abundant phase in my experiments, I contend that the general 

patterns of trace element enrichment or depletion, if not their absolute concentrations, in 

the fluids is robust and unaffected by the choice of particular values of Dmineral/melt. I 

nonetheless tested the sensitivity of my results for Dfluid/melt Mo on the choice of the 

DPo/silicate melt used to estimate the Mo concentration in Po by varying the latter by ± 50%, 

but find that there is little effect outside of uncertainty (see below).

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Experimental run products and phase assemblages
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Table 4.5: Mass balanced fluid compositions and Dfluid/melt



Experiments were examined optically and by SEM and EPMA to determine the phase 

assemblage present in each charge (Table 4.2, Figure 4.2). The capsules all contained 

glass, small bubbles 5 – 10 µm in diameter and some combination of kyanite, quartz, 

ilmenite, garnet, clinopyroxene, titanite, Anh and/or Po. The identity of all phases was 

determined by their EDX spectra but quantitative compositional data for glass, garnet, 

clinopyroxene and Po (where large enough for analysis), was obtained by WDX (Table 

4.3). Garnet and clinopyroxene were 5 – 10 µm in largest dimension. Kyanite and 

ilmenite were too small (~1 µm wide) to analyze without beam overlap with adjacent 

phases. Quartz formed generally large, 10 – 20 µm-wide, equant crystals. Po (< 1 – 15 

µm wide) is the stable sulfur-bearing phase in all experiments containing graphite in the 

outer capsule, except in experiments P495b and P498b, which contained no graphite in 

the outer capsule. Anh is present as large crystals up to 20 µm in longest dimension in 

experiments P486a and P487a, both without graphite in the outer capsule.

4.4.2 Glass compositions
The glasses produced in my experiments are andesitic and similar in composition to S-

bearing glasses from the pelite melting study of Canil and Fellows (2017; Figure 4.3). My

glasses are considerably poorer in Ca than the melts from Skora et al. (2017; Figure 4.3) 

who used Ca-rich starting materials similar to calcareous black shale. I observe little 

difference between the melt compositions of PM and CM3 starting materials at 950ºC 

(the only temperature at which CM3 experiments were conducted; Table 4.3), consistent 

with their small differences in initial bulk Ca/Fe. Experiments that saturated in Po have 

melts that are richer in Ca and poorer in Fe (i.e. higher XCa) than those that saturate in 

Anh (Table 4.3, Figures 4.3 and 4.4a). Previously published analyses of S-bearing pelite
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Figure 4.2: Back scattered electron image of a

typical experimental product from this study 

showing the presence of Po, Anh, 

clinopyroxene (cpx), quartz (qtz), kyanite 

(ky) and bubbles (fl).
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Figure 4.3: Molar Ca-Fe-(Na+K) ternary diagram showing the compositions of melts 

produced in the present study and in other sediment melting studies. Experiments in which 

S was present (the present study; Canil and Fellows, 2017; Skora et al., 2017) are colour 

coded according to the identity of the S-bearing mineral that is observed.
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Figure 4.4: a) Variation of Ca and Fe content as represented by XCa (molar Ca/(Ca+Fe+Mg)) 

with temperature and identity of S-bearing mineral for experiments from the present study 

and from previous pelite melting studies in which S was present (Canil and Fellows, 2017; 

Skora et al., 2017). b) Variation of melt S concentration with temperature and identity of S-

bearing mineral in the present study and in the pelite melting study of Canil and Fellows 

(2017). As Skora et al. (2017) did not report their pelite melt S contents, their experiments are 

not shown in panel b.



melts (Canil and Fellows, 2017) show a similar variation of XCa with the presence of Anh 

or Po at a given temperature (Figure 4.4a). 

Glasses from experiments in which Po is stable contain lower S than those in which 

Anh is stable (Figure 4.4b), as expected given the lower concentration of S in melts at Po 

saturation, compared to Anh saturation (Baker and Moretti, 2011, and references therein).

Concentration of Na2O, corrected as described above, varies from 3 – 3.4 wt.% across all 

melts. The corrected K2O concentrations shows similarly small variation: 5.9 – 6.4 wt.% 

in PM melts and ~7.3 wt.% in CM3 melts. The H2O content in the melts, inferred by 

difference of analytical totals from 100% , and using corrected K2O and Na2O 

concentrations, varies from 7.9 – 10.7 wt.%. The H2O content is higher than expected 

given the amount of H2O in the starting materials and the degree of crystallization 

(Tables 4.1 and 4.2), indicating the H2O formation in the capsule from H2 addition from 

the external capsule over the duration of each experiment.

Scandium in the glass is 0.5 – 1.5 times the concentration in the starting material, 

whereas V is up to 0.5 times lower in the glass than in the starting material, and there 

there appears to be no correlation with temperature or redox (Figure 4.5), with 

experiments using CM3 having lower concentrations of V and Sc than those using PM. 

The concentration of Ce, Mo, As, Sb and Pb in the glasses normalized to that in the 

starting material, varies depending on whether experiments were reduced or oxidized 

(Figure 4.5). In oxidized experiments, Mo, As, Sb and Pb are enriched and Ce is depleted

in the glass, relative to reduced experiments. Furthermore, in reduced experiments, the 

chalcophile elements are in higher concentrations in the melt at 950ºC compared to 

1000ºC (Figure 4.5a and b, respectively).
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Figure 4.5: Melt concentrations of trace elements normalized to their bulk 

concentrations for experiments from the present study at a) 950ºC and b) 

1000ºC and 1050ºC (dashed line). Symbol shapes represent the different 

starting materials used and are colour coded according to the observed S-

bearing mineral.



4.4.3 Garnet, clinopyroxene and sulfide compositions

Clinopyroxene crystals are observed in both reduced, Po-bearing experiments of CM3 

(P494a and P495b; Table 4.2) and show a small Ca-Tschermaks component (~0.05) and 

Xhedenbergite of ~0.2. Using these compositions with the CASP oxygen buffer (Canil and 

Fellows, 2017), indicates a maximum fO2 of ΔFMQ = 0.80 (P494a) and 0.56 (P495b). 

Two experiments of PM starting material (P487a and P494b) saturated in garnet (Table 

4.2). The garnet in the oxidized, Anh-bearing experiment P487a has high almandine 

(0.77), moderate pyrope (0.16) and low grossular (0.07) components, indicating a 

minimum fO2 of ΔFMQ = 0.59 using the GAP oxygen buffer (Canil and Fellows, 2017). 

Po-bearing experiment P494b shows almost end-member grossular garnet (Xgrossular = 

0.97), indicating a maximum fO2 of ΔFMQ = -0.60 using the GAP buffer. Po was only 

large enough for microprobe analysis in two experiments, P491b and P494a, and is 

Fe0.84S in both experiments (Table 4.3). None of the crystalline phases present in my 

experiments were large enough for trace element analysis by LA-ICP-MS.

4.4.4 Equilibrium

I have assessed equilibrium in these experiments as follows:

1. The measured S and trace element concentrations in the glasses show low 

variability in all experiments (Table 4.3), suggesting that diffusion of S and trace 

elements in the melts approached equilibrium.

2. The major element concentration in glasses from experiments carried out at 

1000ºC and 3 GPa with the PM starting material changes very little for 

experiments of 24 hours (P487a) and 48 hours (P498b) duration.
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Given that this study focuses on the fluid-melt system where diffusion is rapid, I am 

confident that my experiments are at equilibrium. However, the phase assemblages 

produced in my experiments deviate from the eclogitic phase assemblages reported by 

Mann and Schmidt (2015) and Tsuno and Dasgupta (2011) for their experiments whose 

liquid compositions I have used as starting materials and this requires some comment. 

The melt in Mann and Schmidt’s (2015) experiment BE1116 at 1000ºC and 3 GPa, the 

basis for the PM starting material, is in equilibrium with fluid, quartz/coesite + kyanite + 

rutile + garnet + clinopyroxene. Tsuno and Dasgupta’s (2011) melt from experiment 

GS58, at 1050ºC and 3 GPa, was the basis for the CM3 starting material and is in 

equilibrium with clinopyroxene + garnet + quartz/coesite and a CO2 vapour. The phase 

assemblage I observe in my experiments is melt + fluid ± kyanite ± quartz/coesite ± 

garnet ± clinopyroxene ± ilmenite ± Anh ± Po, and a single crystal of titanite (in P494b). 

One explanation for the differences between phase assemblages is that I have used liquid 

compositions as the starting materials, thus the bulk compositions may simply be too Mg-

poor to saturate in clinopyroxene, except at 950°C. In addition to the starting materials 

being Al-poor, garnet is a notoriously difficult phase to nucleate and grow in experiments

which may explain why only two of my experiments saturate in garnet. Furthermore, the 

PM melts have EMPA totals that are ~5 wt.% lower than BE1116 (Mann and Schmidt, 

2015) indicating, albeit in a coarse way, that my glasses contain more H2O likely due to 

the use of an external H2O source. The Tsuno and Dasgupta (2011) experiments were 

anhydrous and CO2-bearing whereas the CM3 starting material is deliberately hydrous 

and CO2-free, in order to increase the melt volumes produced. The increased H2O content

of the bulk compositions used in this study will depress the liquidi. Furthermore, my 
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starting materials contain S and slightly more CaO and FeOtot than the original liquid 

compositions they are based on. Thus, the exact equilibrium solid phase assemblages 

observed by Mann and Schmidt (2015) and Tsuno and Dasgupta (2011) may not 

necessarily apply to my experiments.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Chalcophile elements in melt and fluids

Oxidized, Anh saturated experiments show higher melt S content than reduced, Po 

saturated ones (Figure 4.4b), in agreement with much previous work (e.g. Baker and 

Moretti, 2011). My results also indicate that fluids carry more S (Figure 4.6) and that 

Dfluid/melt S (Figure 4.7a) is higher for oxidized rather than reduced experiments, similar to 

observations by Jégo and Dasgupta (2014) in the basalt system (Figure 4.7b). Estimates 

for Dfluid/melt S in rhyolite by Scaillet et al. (2006) at 150 MPa and 800ºC, vary from ~50 to

500, and increases with peralkalinity, fO2 and bulk S. The SMN experiment series by 

Scaillet et al. (2006) is similar in bulk composition to my experiments and have Dfluid/melt S

= 200 – 350, within error of my results (Figure 4.7b). Keppler’s (2010) results for the 

haplogranite system at 850ºC, 50 – 300 MPa show Dfluid/melt S decreasing from ~500 at the 

Co-CoO oxygen buffer to ~50 at 1 log unit above the Ni-NiO buffer.

The concentration of other chalcophile elements in fluids (Figure 4.8) and their Dfluid/melt

values (Figure 4.9) also appears to be controlled primarily by redox. The chalcophile 

elements show lower concentrations in the fluid (Figure 4.8), 1 – 5 times lower than the 

bulk concentration in oxidized compared to reduced experiments (up to 20 times greater 

than bulk concentration). In reduced experiments Dfluid/melt for the chalcophile elements is 

1 – 2 orders of magnitude higher than for oxidized experiments (Figure 4.9). For the
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Figure 4.6: a) Fluid S concentrations in the present study as a function of 

temperature. Symbol shapes represent the different starting materials used and are 

colour coded according the S-bearing mineral present. b) Results from the present 

study in the context of previous measurements of fluid S concentration (Scaillet et al.; 

2006, Keppler, 2010; Jégo and Dasgupta, 2013; 2014).
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Figure 4.7: a) Dfluid/melt S calculated in the present study as a function of temperature. 

Symbol shapes represent the different starting materials used and are colour coded 

according the S-bearing mineral present. b) Results from the present study shown in 

context of previous measurements of Dfluid/melt S (Scaillet et al., 2006; Keppler, 2010; Jégo 

and Dasgupta, 2013; 2014).
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Figure 4.8: Mass balanced fluid concentrations of trace elements normalized to

their bulk concentrations for experiments from the present study at a) 950ºC 

and b) 1000ºC and 1050ºC (dashed line). Symbol shapes represent the different

starting materials used and are colour coded according to the observed S-

bearing mineral.
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Figure 4.9: Dfluid/melt values for the trace elements in the present study at a) 950, b) 

1000 and c) 1050°C shown with previous estimates. Data are from Flynn and 

Burnham (1978), Webster et al. (1989), Keppler and Wyllie (1991), Keppler (1996), 

Bai and van Groos (1999), Reed et al. (2000), Simon et al. (2007) and Zajacz (2008). 

Results for different starting materials used in the present study are represented by 

different symbol shapes and are colour coded according to observed S-bearing 

mineral. The boxes around data points for Mo in Po-bearing experiments in panels a 

and b represent the variation in Dfluid/melt expected by changing DPo/silicate melt Mo by ± 

50%.



experiments in which As, Mo and Sb are below analytical detection limits in glass I 

calculated the fluid concentration and Dfluid/melt using the detection limit as a maximum 

melt concentration.

Arsenic and Mo show up to three orders of magnitude difference in Dfluid/melt between 

reduced and oxidized melts. In the case of Mo, I estimated the contribution of Po to the 

overall Mo budget using the partition coefficient (35 ± 3; Table 4.4) from Mengason et 

al. (2011). I tested the dependence of the calculated Dfluid/melt on the exact choice of 

DPo/silicate melt for Mo by varying the latter by ± 50%. I find that 50% variation in DPo/silicate melt 

changes Dfluid/melt by less than the error reported in Table 4.5, except for P498b. 

Experiment P498b co-saturates in Anh and Po and Dfluid/melt changes by up to an order of 

magnitude when varying DPo/silicate melt by 50% (Figure 4.9b), reflecting the high Mo 

concentration in glass, thus the high Mo concentration in Po estimated using DPo/silicate melt.

The DPo/silicate melt values from Stimac and Hickmott (1994; Table 4.4) indicate that Po 

will only carry a small fraction of the As and Pb budget in high silica melts (DPo/silicate melt 

As and Pb = ~2) such as those in my experiments. I have not accounted for As and Pb in 

Po in the mass balance, however even large variations of DPo/silicate melt for As and Pb will 

not significantly change the calculated Dfluid/melt values. To my knowledge, there are no 

DPo/silicate melt estimates for Sb in rhyolite melts, thus my Dfluid/melt estimates for Sb, As and 

Pb are maxima.

4.5.2 Lithophile trace elements in fluids 

Scandium and V each show large overlap in melt concentrations in all experiments 

(Figure 4.5, Table 4.3), indicating the insensitivity of these elements’ partitioning 

behaviour to redox. Scandium and V are typically incompatible in fluids (e.g. Green and 
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Adam, 2003; Kessel et al., 2005b) and the compatible Dfluid/melt values I report (Table 4.5, 

Figure 4.9) requires some explanation. Of the major hosts for Sc and V in my 

experiments (melt and, where present, garnet, clinopyroxene and Fe-Ti oxides) only the 

melt could be analyzed by LA-ICP-MS. I estimated the Sc and V concentrations of the 

minerals using published Dmineral/melt (Table 4.4). In the case of Sc, all but two mass 

balanced fluid concentrations (Table 4.5) are negative or within uncertainty of zero, 

implying that melt, garnet and/or clinopyroxene indeed carry all of the Sc budget in the 

system, and that Sc is fluid incompatible in those experiments. Two experiments show 

Dfluid/melt Sc up to 4.0 ± 1.5 (1σ). My results also show that Dfluid/melt V is between 5 and 20. 

In general, the low modes of crystalline phases in which Sc and V are compatible in these

experiments indicates that these phases cannot carry large absolute amounts of Sc and V. 

The Dmineral/melt values for clinopyroxene, garnet and/or Fe-Ti oxide (Table 4.4) would 

need to be higher by factors of at least 20 for the calculated to Dfluid/melt to be less than one.

Presuming that Sc and V are indeed incompatible in the fluids present in these 

experiments, I conclude that the Dfluid/melt for Sc and V calculated by my method is correct 

to within a factor of 4 and 20, respectively. Alternatively, my data may show that V has 

some small fluid compatibility.

My results show that Ce behaves in an opposite manner to the chalcophile elements, 

being enriched in reduced melts and depleted in oxidized melts (Figure 4.5). Natural Anh 

is known to contain up to 50 ppm Ce (Baumer et al., 1997) and the only measured 

DAnh/melt for Ce that I am aware of is 2.7 (Luhr et al. 1984). Thus, it is likely that some of 

the depletion in Ce in oxidized melts is due to its inclusion in Anh. As discussed above 

for As and Pb in Po, the small DAnh/melt for Ce, together with the low Ce concentration in 
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the melt and the low mode of Anh (< 2 wt.%) in my experiments means that only a small 

portion of the Ce budget will be carried by Anh and the melt, resulting in high 

concentrations of Ce in the fluid and high Dfluid/melt. Conversely, when Anh is not present 

(i.e. in reduced melts), Ce is higher in the melt and it accounts for a larger portion of the 

Ce budget, resulting in lower Ce fluid concentrations and Dfluid/melt. As above for the 

chalcophile elements, the assumptions made in calculating the fluid compositions mean 

that the Dfluid/melt values reported here are maxima only.

4.5.3 Effect of temperature on Dfluid/melt

My experiments allow me to make limited observations about the effect of temperature

on trace element fluid-melt partitioning. The Dfluid/melt estimates for trace elements show 

little difference outside of uncertainty for all trace elements except Ce in oxidized 

experiments at 1000ºC and 1050ºC where Anh is the only S-bearing mineral. Cerium 

partitions more strongly into fluid in oxidized experiments at high temperature (Dfluid/melt =

150 ± 48 at 1050ºC vs. 46 ± 5.9 at 1000ºC). Directly comparing Dfluid/melt between 

reduced, Po-bearing experiments at 1000ºC and 950ºC is complicated by the range of 

values I observe, however considering the average of Dfluid/melt estimates in these 

experiments and the propagated uncertainties is useful. At 1000ºC, the average Dfluid/melt 

for As (669 ± 134), Mo (319 ± 43), Sb (1437 ± 208) and Pb (73 ± 4) are higher than at 

950ºC (117 ± 24, 223 ± 31, 422 ± 47 and 25 ± 2, respectively). In reduced experiments, 

Ce has lower Dfluid/melt values at 1000ºC (4 ± 0.3) than at 950ºC (10 ± 1).

4.5.4 Comparison to published studies

Given the interest in vapour and brine as a means of transporting chalcophile elements 

in the shallow subsurface of ore-deposits, there are a great many estimates of trace 
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element partitioning in such systems. In contrast, there are few fluid-melt partitioning 

estimates from naturally occurring fluid-silicate melt inclusions or from experiments and 

I have compiled the previous estimates that I could obtain in Figure 4.9. Comparisons of 

my results with the previously published experimental Dfluid/melt estimates must necessarily

be equivocal for a number of reasons: 1) the published Dfluid/melt values apply to the low 

pressure entrapment of fluid-melt inclusions (P = 0.125 – 0.4 GPa; T = 750 – 1040ºC) 

whereas my experiments are at considerably higher pressure (3 GPa); 2) the fluid phases 

in previous experiments vary in salinity and this is known to strongly impact fluid-melt 

partitioning (e.g. Zajacz, 2008), whereas my experiments do not include Cl or other 

halogens; 3) with the exception of Bai and van Groos (1999) and Simon et al. (2007), 

previous fluid-melt partitioning studies do not include the effect S. Bai and van Groos 

(1999) conducted nine Cl- and S-bearing experiments with haplogranite melts and show 

that Mo is incompatible in fluids at less than 0.3 GPa (Dfluid/melt < 0.4) and fluid 

compatible above 0.4 GPa (Dfluid/melt = 1.6). Those authors also report that Ce is 

incompatible in all their S-bearing experiments (Dfluid/melt < 0.5) . Bai and van Groos’ 

(1999) experiments are significantly different from mine being undersaturated in Anh and

Po.

The S-bearing experiments of Simon et al. (2007) are Po saturated and the average 

Dfluid/melt As of 3 ± 1 reported for their experiments at 800ºC and 0.12 GPa is 2 – 2.5 orders

of magnitude lower than the average reported in this study for reduced experiments at 

950ºC (117 ± 2) and at 1000ºC (669 ± 134) at 3 GPa. As the major element compositions 

of the melts in Simon et al. (2007) and this study are similar, this difference may be due 

to effects of P, T and/or salinity. I rule out P and salinity differences as the cause as 
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decreasing salinity negatively effects the fluid-melt partitioning of chalcophile elements 

and the effects of pressure are minor (Keppler, 1996). The difference in temperature most

likely accounts for the differences observed in Dfluid/melt As between Simon et al. (2007) 

and the present work. As discussed above, a change in temperature from 1000ºC to 950ºC

lowers the average Dfluid/melt of As by over half an order of magnitude, thus the 150ºC 

difference in temperature between Simon et al. (2007) and this study may account for at 

least a portion of the difference in Dfluid/melt As.

4.5.5 Application to Mo/Ce systematics in the Lesser Antilles arc

My experiments show a large range in melt Mo/Ce (Figure 4.10a) related to redox. 

Low melt Mo/Ce is caused by simultaneously low Mo and high Ce melt concentrations 

when Po rather than Anh is present. Skora et al. (2017) find a similar change in Mo/Ce in

their melting experiments of sediment analogues, although they also see the effect of 

phases like epidote, monazite and carbonate in which Ce is compatible. Those authors 

combined their experimental results with Mo stable isotope systematics (Freymuth et al., 

2015; 2016; König et al., 2016) to determine that fluid or melt associated with subducted 

black shales, marine clay and terrigenous sediment can produce the high δ98/95Mo and low

Mo/Ce of arc magmas in the Lesser Antilles. My results allow me to further investigate 

the source of the low Mo/Ce in the Lesser Antilles by having determined the contrasting 

mobility of this element pair in reduced and oxidized experiments. High Mo/Ce is carried

by the melt phase in oxidized Anh bearing experiments (Figure 4.10b), but when Po is 

stable (i.e. in reduced experiments) only the fluid phase will carry this signature. Thus, if 

Po breakdown in oxidized conditions is the source of Mo in the Antilles arc as postulated 
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Figure 4.10: a) Melt Mo/Ce variation with presence or absence of Po in the present 

study and in Skora et al. (2017). b) Mo/Ce in the fluid and melt in the present study. 

Symbol shapes represent different temperatures and colour coded according to 

observed S-bearing mineral. Error bars are 1σ.



by Skora et al. (2017) on the basis of their experiments, melts and not fluids must be the 

agent of Mo and Ce transfer into the sub-arc mantle.

4.6 Conclusions and implications
The results presented in this chapter have shown that chalcophile trace elements can be 

mobilized in fluids in equilibrium with sediment partial melts and that this partitioning is 

particularly sensitive to fO2 as indicated in this study by the stability of Po. The 

concentration of chalcophile elements is low in reduced melts where Po is stable, thereby 

decreasing the portion of the trace element budget carried by the melt. As Po is a minor 

phase in melts and has a relatively low DPo/silicate melt for the chalcophile elements I consider

(Table 4.4), it can only be a minor carrier of these chalcophile elements in the system and

the remainder of the chalcophile element budget is carried in the melt and fluid phases. 

This work shows that Mo, As, Sb and Pb are fluid mobile at all investigated conditions 

and, unexpectedly, that their fluid partitioning is enhanced by melting at reduced 

conditions where sulfide is stable. I emphasize here that the Dfluid/melt values calculated 

herein are maxima, particularly for the chalcophile elements, as the concentration of these

elements in the sulfide phase has only been estimated and has not been analyzed directly. 

Although not studied here, for elements with very high DPo/silicate melt (i.e. > 10,000; e.g. Ir, 

Pd; Peach et al., 1994) their concentration in Po must be determined to accurately mass 

balance their concentration in the fluid.

Fluids in equilibrium with reduced, Po-bearing sediments will be enriched in 

chalcophile elements and these fluids can endow the arc mantle in S and chalcophile 

elements without necessarily oxidizing the arc mantle. This resolves the paradox implied 

by models that seek to endow the arc mantle with high chalcophile element loads in 
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oxidized melts (e.g. Evans and Tomkins, 2011), but which are constrained by V/Sc in 

primitive arc lavas indicating that the sub-arc mantle is no more oxidized than MORB 

mantle (Lee et al. 2005). An arc mantle preconditioned by reduced, chalcophile enriched 

fluids can host elevated chalcophile element concentrations in sulfides. This stored 

endowment of S and chalcophile elements can be later transferred to ascending oxidized 

melts or fluids in which sulfide is broken down. The resulting melts could then carry high

chalcophile element concentrations upward to shallow levels of arcs where they 

eventually undergo fractionation and/or vapour/brine separation to further concentrate the

chalcophile elements in a fluid phase. The chalcophile elements carried by such melts or 

fluids may later be further concentrated by the processes that form ore deposits. Such a 

multi-stage process of preconditioning the arc mantle in chalcophile elements by reduced 

fluids and then releasing the chalcophile elements by later oxidized melts or fluids 

transiting the arc mantle, fits well with the multi-stage “redox yo-yo” process envisioned 

by Nebel et al. (2015) to explain the observed Fe isotope composition of arc lavas.

Finally, the results presented here also allow me to fine tune the interpretation of 

Mo/Ce ratios in arcs like the Lesser Antilles, where heavy δ98/95Mo and unradiogenic Pb 

isotopes have been previously used to isolate the source of elevated Mo in arc lavas to 

subducted black shales (Freymuth et al. 2016; König et al., 2016) whose low Ca/Fe 

favour sulfide stability (Canil and Fellows, 2017). The results presented here indicate that

the elevated Mo concentrations observed in arc lavas from the Lesser Antilles could most

effectively have been delivered by melts, not fluids.
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Chapter 5.
Conclusions

5.1 Research overview and significance
The detailed structure of arcs has been documented from rare, well-exposed sections 

like the Talkeetna and Kohistan (DeBari and Coleman, 1989; Jagoutz et al., 2007) 

however extending those findings to incompletely exposed arc sections is nessecarily 

tenuous. One example of an incompletely exposed arc is the Bonanza arc on Vancouver 

Island, Canada, which also provides a unique opportunity to study an island arc emplaced

on pre-existing non-oceanic crust. The work I presented in Chapter 2 shows that garnet 

must have been a fractionating phase in the Bonanza arc and agrees well with 

independent estimates of the Bonanza arc thickness from seismic studies and my 

structural reconstruction. This inference of a garnet-bearing lower crust negates a major 

difference between it and the coeval Talkeetna arc (DeBari et al., 1999) and leads to the 

tantalizing possibility that these arcs may have been part of a single arc front in Jurassic 

time. In this interpretation, the presence of pre-Jurassic substrate in the Bonanza arc 

section but not the Talkeetna may simply relfect along-strike variations, such as observed

in the modern-day Aleutian arc. A further consequence of allowing the correlation of the 

Bonanza and Talkeetna arcs is that the large displacement observed between these arc 

sections in the present day requires movements of up to 1000 km along strike-slip faults 

(e.g. Plafker et al., 1989), and thus provides further insight into accretion processes by 

which continents are thought to grow.

As arcs mature and thicken, their magmas become more alkaline (e.g. Green, 1980) and

thick arcs are associated with PCD. The experimental work presented in Chapters 3 and 4

are each a significant contribution to our understanding of how chalcophile elements 
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move in arc systems. In Chapter 3 I show that the S concentration of melts saturated in 

sulfide increases with alkalinty. Thus, as arcs mature, their magmas will be able to carry 

greater amounts of S and recognition of this variability permits a finer-grained 

understanding of the geologic cylcing S at convergent margins. An extended implication 

of this work is that alkaline magmas from other tectonic settings can also carry more S 

than previously recognized with numerous implications. For example, it may thus be 

possible that alkaline magmas from the early stages of intraplate volcanism could release 

more S gases into the atmosphere than previously estimated, with potentially significant 

consequence for global climate (e.g. McLinden et al., 2016).

Although the association of porphyry Cu deposits with arcs has long been regcognized,

the ultimate source of those chalcophile elements is enigmatic. Chalcophile elements are 

known to be compatible in fluids at upper crustal pressures (0.125 − 0.4 GPa) and the 

results of Chapter 4 show for the first time that this remains the case at the high pressure 

conditions of sediment melting (3 GPa; ~100 km depth) beneath arcs. In particular, we 

see that the Dfluid/melt of the chalcophile elements considered in Chapter 4 are up to 

three orders of magnitude greater at reduced conditions (i.e. where sulfide is stable), 

compared to oxidized conditions. This work, therefore, shows that the chalcophile 

element endowment of the sub-arc mantle may be effectively delivered by fluids 

associated with reduced sediments. Importantly such fluids can enrich the arc mantle in 

chaclophile elements without oxidizing it, thus satisfying constraints from V/Sc 

systematics showing the sub-arc mantle has similar fO2 as MORB (Lee et al., 2005).
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5.2 Future research directions
The work presented here opens up further avenues of questioning for future research. 

Foremost among the outstanding issues on the Bonanza arc is the bi-modal age 

distribution reported in Chapter 2. At present there are very few dated rocks for which 

there are also geochemical data available and the dataset of such paired data should be 

expanded in future work. Samples with Paired geochronology and geochemistry data are 

crucial for determining if the different age populations observed are also associated with 

chemical differences, which will help better elucidate the evolution of this arc. For 

example, with such data, it would be possible to test whether the influence of garnet 

fractionation and/or alkalinity of the Bonanza arc rocks increases with time, as would be 

expected for a thickening arc. Given the bi-modal distribution of the Bonanza arc ages, it 

may also be possible that further geochemical and age data may reveal that what we 

presently refer to as the Bonanza arc actually represents a pair of temporally distinct arcs.

Other potential inquiries include determining whether ultramafic rocks found near 

Kennedy Lake, Vancouver Island, are part of the Bonanza arc (Debari et al., 1999), and 

whether the metamorphosed calc-silicate septa in the Talkeetna plutonic rocks represent 

pre-Jurassic basement (Burns, 1985), both of which may strengthen the correlation 

between the Bonanza and Talkeetna arcs.

The results in Chapter 3 indicate an apparent limit to increasing SCSS solely by 

increasing alkalinity. Given the absence of significant variations in the other main 

parameters known to control SCSS (e.g. temperature, melt FeO and SiO2 content), this is 

an important finding to pursue as it implies that the number of non-bridging oxygen is not

the only parameter to control SCSS. In depth Raman microscopy studies may help in this 

endeavor by determining how the S melt environment and/or S redox change with 
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increasing alkalinity. Another worthwhile research direction is examining whether the 

form of the empirical SCSS models examined in Chapter 3 may be improved. The 

empirical models at present are essentially linear and thus unable to resolve the nearly 

parabolic shape of the model misfits with increasing alkalinity. An apparently systematic 

error like this points to a fundamental shortcoming in the assumptions underlying the 

mode. Resolving these systematic errors with an improved model form will ultimately 

further uncover the nature of S dissolution in silicate melts.

In Chapter 4, I calculated Dfluid/melt values for the chalcophile elements by mass 

balance, but these values are maxima only due to the assumptions made about the 

pyrrhotite contribution to the chalcophile element budget. Directly measuring the 

chalcophile element concentrations in pyrrhotite and using these in the mass balance 

calculation will provide more accurate Dfluid/melt estimates and this is imperative if the 

Dfluid/melt for very highly sulfide compatible elements (e.g. Ir, Pd) are to be determined 

by mass balance. An alternative approach is to analyze the experimental run products as a

whole by solution ICP-MS to give the chalcophile element concentration in the glass and 

mineral phases in bulk. Thus method avoids the need to accurately determine the non-

fluid contributions to the chalcophile element budget in the system. The fluid 

composition can be more accurately determined by mass balance in this manner, 

providing the fluid phase can be extracted from the run products, perhaps by crushing, 

washing and drying, prior to analysis. Yet another extension of this work is to examine 

the effect of Cl on fluid-melt partitioning, which is known to have strong positive impact 

at low pressure.
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The results presented in Chapter 4 also show that the fluid-melt partitioning of 

chalcophile elements is opposite to that of Ce in oxidized and reduced conditions but the 

reasons for this requires further investigation. Possible reasons for this behaviour include 

enhanced fluid solubility of reduced S ligands, which is testable with S-free experimental 

runs, or reduced ionic species of the chalcophile elements themselves. The latter 

possibility is difficult to test without measuring the fluid itself, thus a fruitful extension of

this work will be to trap the fluid within synthetic fluid inclusions for direct analysis. Not 

only would such experiments allow direct testing of the redox dependent patterns of 

variation of fluid compositions and Dfluid/melt presented in this work, but will also allow

for direct measurement of speciation of the elements and/or the complexes that they form.

5.3 Concluding remarks
Chemical similarities between lavas observed at volcanic arcs and the bulk continental 

crust are a strong indication that continental crust is produced at convergent tectonic 

margins (Taylor, 1977). Although continental crust is destroyed over geologic time by 

sediment subduction, continental rocks are preserved from all periods of Earth's history, 

from over four billion years ago to the present. The continents thus carry the longest 

running record of geologic processes on our planet. However, despite decades of 

research, there remain many little studied and poorly understood aspects of arc 

magmatism and this dissertation examines three such topics.

As not all ancient arcs are exposed to the lowest crustal levels, I have shown that how 

the geochemistry of upper crustal arc rocks can be used to determine the mineralogy of 

the unexposed lower crust in the Bonanza arc, thereby providing a robust minimum 

bound on the thickness of that arc. The conclusions of that study strengthen correlations 
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between the Bonanza and Talkeetna arcs, which, if correct, begs question the along-strike

extent of Wrangellia arc volcanism in Jurassic time.

Arc thickness is known to correlate with magma alkalinity and my experimental results

from arc-like melts have shown for the first time that alkalinity is positively correlated 

with the melt concentration of S. This finding indicates that arc magmas will vary in S 

content depending on arc maturity, a previously unsuspected feature of the geologic S 

cycle. My results also suggest that increasing S concentration in reduced melts solely by 

alkalinity is limited, potentially indicating a hitherto unknown aspect of S dissolution in 

reduced silicate melts.

The ultimate source of S and other chalcophile elements in arc magmas has long been 

enigmatic. I have shown here that fluids related to sediment melting deep in the arc are a 

potent means by which to enrich the arc mantle with chalcophile elements. A surprising 

finding of this work is that reduced fluids carry higher concentrations of chalcophile 

elements than oxidized fluids, although the reason for this difference requires further 

study. This work nonetheless indicates that reduced sediments subducted beneath arcs are

a viable source from which to enrich the arc mantle.

The questions answered by this work are small steps on our path to understanding the 

processes controlling the chemistry of volcanic arcs and, thus, Earth's unique continental 

crust. In turn, the questions raised by the answers provided in this work highlight further 

steps by which we may continue to acquire the knowledge needed to read the unique 

geologic story of our planet.
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Appendix

Figure A-1
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Figure A-1: Correlation of Rb with other incompatible but 

immobile trace elements indicates that Rb was not added or lost 

from the whole rock by formation of secondary minerals or other 

alteration.



Figure A-2
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Figure A-2: Back-scattered electron images of glasses from a) P470, low alkalinity, and b) 

P474, high alkalinity, showing the different sizes and generally circular shapeof sulfide 

droplets typical of the run products from this study. The white scale bar in both images 

represents 100 μm.



Figure A-3
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Figure A-3: Representative examples of the Raman spectra that I obtained to 

quantify H2O using the method described in the text. The spectra are corrected

and baseline subtracted as described in the text. Although some structure is 

visible in the low wavenumber regions corresponding to the silicate structure, I

am unable to determine from this data the relative intensities of peaks known 

to be related to S bonds (i.e. sulfate at 990 cm-1, sulfide at 372 and 2574 cm-1; 

Klimm et al., 2012). An increase in intesity of a peak at ~1080 cm-1 with 

increasing alkalinity is visible, though the cause is uncertain.
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Table A-1: Corrected and time dependent intensity-corrected EPMA results from the UA 

instrument



Table A-2
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Table A-2: EPMA results for Pt and Fe in Pt wires in P479 and P480



Table A-3
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Table A-3: Coefficients used in calculating optical basicity in equation [3.7]
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